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THE RANDOM PSEUDO-METRIC ON A GRAPH DEFINED VIA THE ZERO-SET OF

THE GAUSSIAN FREE FIELD ON ITS METRIC GRAPH

TITUS LUPU AND WENDELIN WERNER

Dedicated to the memory of Marc Yor

Abstract. We further investigate properties of the Gaussian free field (GFF) on the metric graph associated
to a discrete weighted graph (where the edges of the latter are replaced by continuous line-segments of appro-

priate length) that has been introduced by the first author. On such a metric graph, the GFF is a random

continuous function that generalises one-dimensional Brownian bridges so that one-dimensional techniques
can be used.

In the present paper, we define and study the pseudo-metric defined on the metric graph (and therefore

also on the discrete graph itself), where the length of a path on the metric graph is defined to be the local
time at level zero accumulated by the Gaussian free field along this path.

We first derive a pathwise transformation that relates the GFF on the metric graph with the reflected GFF

on the metric graph via the pseudo-distance defined by the latter. This is a generalisation of Paul Lévy’s result
relating the local time at zero of Brownian motion to the supremum of another Brownian motion. We also

compute explicitly the distribution of certain functionals of this pseudo-metric and of the GFF. In particular,

we point out that when the boundary consists of just two points, the law of the pseudo-distance between them
depends solely on the resistance of the network between them.

We then discuss questions related to the scaling limit of this pseudo-metric in the two-dimensional case,
which should be the conformally invariant way to measure distances between CLE(4) loops introduced and

studied by the second author with Wu, and by Sheffield, Watson and Wu. Our explicit laws on metric graphs

also lead to new conjectures for related functionals of the continuum GFF on fairly general Riemann surfaces.
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1. Introduction

A general question. When one is given a weighted graph (or an electric network), what are the natural
random metrics or pseudo-metrics that one can define on them? This simple question is of course not new
and has given rise to a number of works, and in the continuum, the definition of random metrics is sometimes
described in theoretical physics under the name of quantum gravity (see eg. the references in [8]). In the
present paper, we will define and describe a simple and fairly natural random pseudo-metric on an electric
network, point out some of its nice features, and briefly discuss some conjectures about scaling limits, in
particular in the two-dimensional case.

One-dimensional local time background. When pβtqtě0 is a standard one-dimensional Brownian motion
started from 0 and pLtqtě0 denotes its local time at zero, then it is well-known (it is one of the many results
by Paul Lévy about Brownian motion, see for instance Theorem 2.3, chapter VI, § 2 in [28]), that the
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process p|βt|, Ltqtě0 is distributed exactly like pWt ´ It,´Itqtě0 where W is a standard Brownian motion and
It :“ minsPr0,tsWs. It can be viewed as a direct consequence of Tanaka’s formula d|βt| “ sgnpβtqdβt ` dLt;
Indeed, this shows that Wt :“ |βt| ´ Lt is a Brownian motion and it is easy to check that ´Lt “ minr0,tsW .
This is also closely related to the so-called Skorokhod reflection Lemma (see also [28]).

Before explaining our generalisation of this result to general metric graphs, let us first describe the special
case of the segment r0, T s (the previous Brownian case corresponds in fact to the case where T is infinite),
which is due to Bertoin and Pitman [3]. Instead of Brownian motion, we now consider pWtqtPr0,T s to be a
Brownian bridge with W0 “ w0 and WT “ wT , where w0 and wT are fixed and non-negative. For t P r0, T s,
we then define It :“ maxpminr0,tsW,minrt,T sW q (see Figure 1). We also consider another Brownian bridge
β on r0, T s from w0 to wT , that we use to define the “reflected Brownian bridge” |β|. We can then define
the local time at 0 process L of this reflected bridge (or equivalently of β). For each t P r0, T s, we define
δt :“ minpLt, LT ´ Ltq “ minpLr0, ts, Lrt, T sq. Then (see Theorem 4.1 in [3]), the process p|βt| ´ δtqtPr0,T s is
distributed exactly like W and the process pminpIt, 0qqtPr0,T s is distributed like ´δ. Hence, we see that Lévy’s
theorem has also a more symmetric version, and does not rely on the orientation of the real line. In this
setting, it is therefore possible to construct a (non-reflected) Brownian bridge W from a reflected Brownian
bridge |β| by using the latter’s local time at 0.

w0

wT

0

W

min(I·, 0)

Figure 1. Sketch of a Brownian bridge W (in dashed) and of the corresponding process
t ÞÑ minpIt, 0q (in plain – the two colors correspond to the portions before and after the
minimum of the bridge). The generalisation of Lévy’s theorem by Bertoin and Pitman [3]
states that the difference between the two is distributed like a reflected Brownian bridge |β|
from w0 to wT , and that conversely, one can recover W from |β|.

Note that it is easy1 to compute the law of LT ,

(1.1) PpLT ą `q “ exp

ˆ

´
1

2T
p|w0| ` |wT | ` `q

2 `
1

2T
pw0 ´ wT q

2

˙

for all ` ě 0 (see for instance [4], page 155, Formula 1.3.8). Note that this formula holds regardless of the signs
of w0 and wT . In particular, when w0 and wT have the same sign, then the probability that LT is positive is
expp´2w0wT {T q (which is the probability that the bridge touches 0), but LT is almost surely positive when
w0 and wT have opposite signs. A very special case is when w0 “ wT “ 0, where L2

T {p2T q is distributed like
an exponential variable with mean 1.

1Since this formula will be used throughout the paper, let us recall briefly a possible direct proof: For a Brownian motion W

started from W0, one knows from the reflection principle [28] the joint law of pWT , IT q, from which one can deduce the law of
p|WT |, LT q by Lévy’s theorem. We note that by reflection, the laws of pWT , LT q1LTą0 and of p´WT , LT q1LTą0 coincide while
LT “ 0 implies that WT has the same sign as W0. From this, one can deduce the joint law of pWT , LT q, and by conditioning on

the value of WT , one gets the law of LT for the Brownian bridge.
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GFF on metric graphs background. When one is given a finite connected undirected graph G consisting
of a set of vertices V , a set of edges E where each edge e is also equipped with a positive and finite conductance
Cpeq, one can define a natural continuous-time Markov chain (that we will refer to as the continuous-time
random walk) on the graph, and the related notion of harmonic functions. If one is given a non-empty subset
A of V , one can view A as a boundary and one can then define the GFF with zero-boundary conditions on
A to be the centered Gaussian process on V , with covariance given by the Green’s function of the random
walk killed upon reaching A. More generally, when h is a given function on A, one can define the GFF φ with
boundary conditions h on A to be the sum of the aforementioned GFF with zero boundary conditions on A,
with the deterministic harmonic extension of h to V (i.e., the function that is equal to h on V and is harmonic
at all other vertices).

As explained and used in [20, 21], it can be very useful to respectively couple random walks and the GFF
on such a discrete graph with Brownian motion and the GFF on the metric graph that is naturally associated
to it (in particular when relating the GFF to the so-called loop-soups on those graphs). This metric graph

is the structure rG that one obtains when one replaces formally each edge e by a one-dimensional segment of
length Rpeq “ 1{Cpeq. A point x in the metric graph is therefore either a vertex in V or a point on one of these
segments. One can then easily define Brownian motion on this metric graph (loosely speaking, it moves like
one-dimensional Brownian motion on the segments, and when at a vertex, it locally chooses to do excursions
in each of the incoming segments uniformly). The trace of this Brownian motion on the sites of the graph
(when parametrised by its local time at these sites) is then exactly the continuous-time random walk on the
discrete graph, and the Green’s functions on the metric graph does coincide with that of this continuous-time
random walk, when looked at the vertices in V .

In particular, this shows that one can define the GFF φ̃ on the metric graph (with boundary A) in two
equivalent ways: Either directly, as the Gaussian process with covariance function given by the Green’s

function of the Brownian motion on the metric graph. The field φ̃ is then a strong Markov field on rG ([20]).
Or alternatively, by first sampling the discrete GFF φ on the discrete graph G, which provides the value of
φ̃ when restricted to the sites of V . Then one has, for each edge e to “fill in” the values of the GFF, using
independent Brownian bridges (the time-length of the bridge is the length of this interval, and the values of
the bridges at the end-points are given by the values of the GFF on the vertices).

As pointed out in [20], considering the metric graph allows to describe the conditional law of the GFF φ̃

given its absolute value |φ̃| (or equivalently given its square φ̃2, which is a quantity that is naturally connected

to loop-soups, see [18]). Indeed, one can easily make sense of the excursions away from 0 by |φ̃| on the metric

graph, and conditionally on |φ̃|, the signs of these excursions are just i.i.d. This makes it very natural to study

further what one can do using the local time at 0 of |φ̃|, which is of course closely related to these excursions.
This is the purpose of the present paper, which will illustrate the fact that on metric graphs, a number of
identities and tricks related to one-dimensional Brownian motions, bridges or excursions (see [3, 40]) can be
adapted and shed some light on important features of the GFF in higher dimensions.

Some results of the present paper. Let us consider a real-valued function h on the boundary A, and the
GFF φ̃ on the metric graph with condition h on A. On each edge, conditionally on the value of φ̃ on the
vertices, this process is a Brownian bridge, and it is therefore almost surely possible to define its local time
at the level zero (on each of the edges). We now use this local time to define the following pseudo-metric.

Given x and y two points in the metric graph, the distance δx,y “ δx,ypφ̃q is the infimum over all continuous
paths γ joining x to y of the local time at 0 accumulated along this path. Even though we will use the word
“distance” throughout the paper, we stress that the mapping px, yq ÞÑ δx,y is in fact a pseudo-metric on the
metric graph (and therefore also on the original graph): Two points are at distance zero from each other if

and only if they belong to the same connected component of the non-zero set of φ̃. For each x in the metric
graph, we consider the distance δx,A “ δx,Apφ̃q to the boundary set A induced by the above pseudo-metric
(again, mind that δx,A can be zero even if x R A). Note that the quantities δx,y and δx,A can in fact be viewed

as functionals of the absolute value of the GFF i.e. of the field |φ̃|.

Similarly, when we are given the field φ̃, we can define for each x in the metric graph, the quantity Ĩx,A
to be the supremum over all continuous paths connecting x to A of the minimum of φ̃ along this path, and
then finally, Ix,A “ Ix,Apφ̃q :“ minp0, Ĩx,Aq. The processes δx,A and Ix,A can be viewed as the metric graph
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Figure 2. Sketch of a graph and positive boundary conditions at the four boundary points
in A. This is a picture in dimension 2` 1, and dashed lines and squares represent the height
of the boundary conditions.

Figure 3. Sketch of a GFF and of the corresponding local time measure used to define the
pseudo-distance δ.

generalisations of the local time process (of reflected Brownian motion and of the reflected Brownian bridge)
and of the infimum process (of Brownian motion and Brownian bridges) that appear in Lévy’s result and its
afore-mentioned generalisation to Brownian bridges.

The following generalisation of Lévy’s theorem to metric graphs will be the main result of Section 2 in the
present paper:

Proposition 1. Consider a finite graph G, a non-negative function h defined on a non-empty subset A of V ,

φ̃ the metric graph GFF on rG with boundary condition h on A, and define the processes δ and I as before.
Then the two pairs of processes p|φ̃x|, δx,AqxP rG and pφ̃x ´ Ix,A,´Ix,AqxP rG have the same law.

In particular, this shows that the field p|φ̃x| ´ δx,AqxP rG has the same distribution as φ̃.
4



Figure 4. Sketch of a GFF (in dashed) with the function x ÞÑ Ix,A (in plain). Proposition
1 says in particular that the difference between the two is a reflected GFF with the same
boundary conditions, and that one can recover this picture from this reflected GFF. The
different colors correspond to the “basins of attraction” of the four boundary points, and the
crosses do separate these four regions.

In Section 3, will then point out features of some functionals of the pseudo-metric that we now briefly

illustrate: Consider a partition of the boundary A into two non-empty sets pA and qA, and suppose that the

boundary condition h has a constant sign on each of pA and qA (it does not have to be the same sign on both

sets). Then we can define the pseudo-distance between pA and qA to be the infimum over all paths that join a

point of pA to a point in qA, of the cumulative local time along this path. It turns out that its law is invariant if
we modify the network G into an electrically equivalent circuit, seen simultaneously from all boundary points
in A. A subcase of the general result (Proposition 10) that will be given in Section 3 goes as follows:

Proposition 2. When A contains only two points x̂ and x̌, then the law of the distance δx̂,x̌ depends only
on the effective resistance Reffpx̂, x̌q of the electric network between x̂ and x̌. This law is therefore given by
Formula (1.1), where w0 :“ hpx̂q, wT :“ hpx̌q and T :“ Reffpx̂, x̌q.

However, as we shall point out, it is easy to see that for the joint law of the distance between more than
two boundary points, there is no such simple identity. Indeed, the laws of joint distances between three points
turn out not to be invariant under local star-triangle transformations (also known as Y-∆ transformations)
which do however preserve all resistances between boundary points.

It is also possible to use this pseudo-distance δ to define and study interesting random sets. Suppose that

h, pA and qA are as before. For each a ă min
pA h, define rΛa to be the set of points x in the metric graph, for

which there exists a continuous path joining x to pA such that φ̃pzq ě a along the path. Note that rΛa is a

random compact connected set containing pA. We can call it the first passage set of level a from pA. It is an

optional set for the metric graph GFF φ̃, that is to say that given K a deterministic compact subset of rG, the

event rΛa Ď K is measurable with respect the restriction of φ̃ to K (this is also closely related to the fact that
rΛa is a local set for the GFF φ̃, see [31, 2, 29]).

We will study the distribution of the effective resistance ReffprΛa, qAq between the subsets rΛa and qA in

the electrical network rG. Note that this resistance is zero if and only if rΛa intersects qA, and that only the
5



Figure 5. Representation of rΛa, in thick lines. Boundary components are surrounded by
dashed lines.

connected components of rGzrΛa that intersect qA matter to determine ReffprΛa, qAq. We will for instance compute

the Laplace transform of the effective conductance 1{ReffprΛa, qAq in the case where h is constant on qA.

Further comments on the two-dimensional case. While all the above considerations are not restricted to
any particular dimensions (and in a way, this is one punchline of the present setup), one of the motivations for
the present work comes from the very special two-dimensional case and the study of the GFF in continuous two-
dimensional domains. Recall that in two dimensions, conformal invariance is a powerful additional property of
the GFF. A lot of geometric properties and features of the GFF have been recently obtained using SLE, and
some of them turn out to be closely related to properties of Brownian loop-soups (see e.g. [31, 34, 25, 23, 27]
and the references therein). These results have been essentially obtained for the GFF in simply connected
domains (where SLE tools are more easily applicable), and by local absolute continuity, they also provide some
results (existence of level lines etc) on more general surfaces. Explicit formulas (for probabilities of events
for instance) have also been produced in simply connected domains, using SLE techniques, but these appear
difficult to extend to more general surfaces.

The GFF on metric graphs approach has recently been shown to provide an alternative and useful approach
to level lines of the continuum GFF in two dimensions (see [21] and also [27]).

The results of the present paper do involve quantities (typically the effective resistance) that have nice
conformally invariant counterparts in the appropriate scaling limits. Indeed, taking the formal scaling limit
of our computations in the simply connected case leads to known results for the continuous GFF. In Section
4, we will:

‚ Briefly review the relation between the GFF on metric graphs, loop-soups and the conformal loop
ensembles CLE4 and the continuous GFF.

‚ Explain why the scaling limit of our pseudo-distance should be the distance between CLE4 loops that
has been recently introduced and studied by Sheffield, Watson and Wu [33] and by Werner and Wu
[38], and why this could provide an alternative approach to some of its properties.

‚ Give examples of formulae that conjecturally hold for the GFF (and the scaling limit of the pseudo-
distance) on bordered Riemann surfaces, that seem out of the scope of SLE techniques. Here, extremal
distance (see [1], Section 4, and [7]) is (not surprisingly) the natural conformal invariant that appears
in the scaling limit to describe these conjectural laws.

2. Generalisation of Lévy’s theorem to metric graph GFF

2.1. Approach by discretisation. In this section we will establish Proposition 1. We will do this with
a stochastic calculus-type proof, as will also smoothly lead to our further results. However, in the present
subsection, we first describe informally another possible proof, based on a discretisations. One goal of this
informal discussion is to explain that the generalisation of Lévy’s theorem should by no means be thought of as
surprising (however, as the reader will probably realise, turning this informal description into a rigorous proof
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would require some technical work). Another goal is to introduce some of the ideas (such as simultaneous
explorations of the values of the field when starting from the boundary) that will be used in the continuous
setting.

Let us briefly recall the following approach to Lévy’s theorem via discretisation. When pSn, n ě 0q denotes
a simple random walk, one can define the hitting times τ´m of negative integers ´m. Then, one can decompose
the path of S into i.i.d. pieces pUm,m ě 1q, where Um denotes the portion of S `m between τ1´m and τ´m.
They are distributed each like a simple random walk started from 1 and stopped at their first hitting of 0.

Hence, if we define rUm to be Um with an additional first upwards step from 0 to 1, and then concatenates
these Um, one gets exactly a reflected random walk (i.e., distributed like |S|). Conversely, starting from this
reflected random walk, one can easily recover S by erasing all its upwards moves from level 0 to level 1, and
then concatenating the obtained pieces. Hence, in the discrete case, one has in fact a bijective transformation
between the reflected random walk and the random walk. When one lets the number of steps grow to infinity
(and renormalises appropriately, so that the random walk approaches a Brownian motion), then it is not
difficult to see that this transformation converges to the identity in Lévy’s theorem (indeed, the appropriately
renormalised number of visits to the origin by the reflected random walk will converge to the local time at the
origin of the limiting Brownian motion).

If one now wants to use this idea to derive the result for the one-dimensional Brownian bridge on a single
segment r0, T s that we described in the introduction, one can use the very same idea, “discovering” the random
walk bridge from its two ends simultaneously. This time, the different pieces of the random walk will not be
independent anymore, but one still has a one-to-one correspondence between a random walk bridge and a
reflected random walk bridge. A new apparent difficulty arises because the total number of steps of the
random walk bridge (say 2N) is not the same as the total number of steps of the reflected bridge (indeed,
one has added a certain number of forward upward moves from 0 to 1, and of the same number of backward
upward moves from 0 to 1). However, when N Ñ8, this number will be of order N1{2, and one can therefore
resolve this problem by first choosing N uniformly at random in rn, n` n2{3s and then let n tend to infinity:
In this way, one has, for each n, a bijective correspondence between a random walk bridge of length 2N , and
a random path, which (with a total variation probability 1 ` op1q as n Ñ 8) is close to a reflected random
walk bridge of length 2N 1 (where N 1 is distributed like N). Letting then n tend to infinity, and using the
invariance principle (and the local central limit theorem, so that the discrete bridges converge to Brownian
bridges), one can fairly easily derive the generalisation of Lévy’s theorem in the case of a single segment.

A generalisation to the case of metric graphs as stated in Proposition 1 can be obtained along similar lines.
One divides for instance each segment e of the metric graph into a large number of discrete edges chosen
uniformly in rRpeqn,Rpeqn` n2{3s, with the constraint that every cycle in the graph must have even length.
The approximation of the Gaussian field on the metric graph, by the (renormalised) discrete integer-valued
field on this discrete graph is then the uniform measure on all integer-valued functions fpxq on the discretised
graph, with the constraint that the values of f at any two neighbouring points always differ exactly by one,
and with prescribed even values at the boundaries. The local central limit theorem also ensures that (when
n becomes large), the probabilities of two given possible outcomes does in fact not depend much on the exact
outcome of the number of edges.

Then, again, by discovering the values of this discrete field starting from the boundary, one gets for each
n a bijection between the pair pdiscretisation of the graph, discrete fieldq and a pair given by pdiscretisation
of the graph, reflected discrete fieldq, where the latter is (in absolute variation) close to the former where one
just changes the field into its absolute value. Letting n tend to infinity, and using the invariance principle, the
local central limit theorem as well as the fact, one can obtain Proposition 1. Of course, we have omitted here
quite a number of technical steps in this informal description.

2.2. Some notations and preliminary remarks. In the present subsection, we make a few elementary
remarks concerning electric networks and their relations to GFF, and we also put down some important
notation. When one considers a finite electric network (i.e. here, only a graph where the edges e have
conductances Cpeq “ 1{Rpeq), and one chooses two vertices x1 and x2, then one can define the equivalent or
effective conductance Ceffpx1, x2q of the network between these two points. This means that for all purposes
that do only involve the quantities related to x1 and x2, the network behaves exactly like the network with
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just one edge with conductance Ceffpx1, x2q joining x1 to x2 (see eg. [22] for background on electric networks
and their relations to random walks).

When we are now given a set F of vertices in the graph that contains more than two elements, it is also
easy to see that there exists a unique symmetric matrix pCpx, yqq indexed by px, yq in F ˆ F , such that
for all purposes that involve quantities related to the vertices in F , the network behaves exactly like the
network consisting of the sites F and edges joining these sites in such a way that the conductance of the edge
between x and y is Cpx, yq (with the constraint that Cpx, xq is always zero). We will refer to this matrix
as the effective conductance matrix of F in this network, and we will denote it by pCeff

F px, yqq. It should be
stressed that in general, the quantity Ceff

F px, yq is not equal to the previous “two-point” effective conductance
Ceffpx, yq “ Ceff

tx,yupx, yq.

Some readers may actually probably prefer to think of the matrix Ceff
F as a boundary excursion kernel (and

this interpretation will indeed be useful later). Indeed, one can define the natural Brownian excursion measure
µF away from F in the metric graph as the limit when εÑ 0 of the sum over all points y located exactly at
distance ε of F , of ε´1 times the law of Brownian motion on the metric graph, started at y and stopped at
its first hitting of F . This is then an infinite measure on Brownian paths in the metric graph, that start on
F and end on F , and stay away from F during the interior of their life-time. The mass of the excursions that
start and end at the same point x P F is infinite, but the mass of the excursions that start at x and end at
another point y ‰ x in F is finite. It is an easy exercise (one way would be to notice that it is obvious in the
case where there are no other vertices than F in the graph, and that this mass does not change under local
star to complete graph transformations) to check that this mass is in fact exactly Ceff

F px, yq. Hence, Ceff
F px, yq

is in fact really the metric graph version of the boundary Poisson excursion kernel in the metric graph with
boundary F , and the notation HF px, yq could be equally appropriate for it.

This effective conductance matrix is very closely related to the GFF. For instance, one can consider the
previous electric network with a non-empty boundary A, and a real-valued function h defined on A. It is then
possible to define the GFF φ̃ in the graph, with boundary condition h on A. We then consider another finite
set B “ tz1, . . . , znu of other distinct points in the graph, and we would like to describe the joint law of φ̃

on B. Then, it is easy to see that the Gaussian density of pφ̃pzq, z P Bq will be described via the effective
conductance matrix Ceff

AYB , and more precisely, that it will be proportional to

(2.1)
ź

xPA,zPB

exp

˜

Ceff
AYBpx, zq

pφ̃pzq ´ hpxqq2

2

¸

ˆ
ź

1ďiăjďn

exp

˜

Ceff
AYBpzi, zjq

pφ̃pziq ´ φ̃pzjqq
2

2

¸

.

We are now going to use natural ways to discover the GFF on the metric graph, by exploring it starting
from part of the boundary. This strategy is again reminiscent of the Schramm-Sheffield theory of local sets
as in [31, 23, 24]. But of course, in the present metric graph setting, one is in the realm of usual stochastic
calculus. The idea will again be to consider multiple particles evolving on the metric graph, all starting from
the boundary, in such a way that at any given time, all particles will be at the same δpφ̃q distance from the
boundary. The particles will progressively discover the GFF. We will write the stochastic differential equation
for φ̃‚ and for |φ̃‚| ´ δ‚,Apφ̃q, were ‚ stands for the multiple evolving particles, and check that it is the same
in both cases.

Let us briefly recall the setup: We consider a finite graph G “ pV,Eq and A a non-empty subset of V . We
suppose that E contains no edges that joins a site of A directly to another site of A. Let e1, . . . , en be the
edges adjacent to A i.e. that connect a site of A to a site in V zA. xi will denote the endpoint of ei in A, yi the
endpoint in V zA. For ri P r0, Rpeiqs, zi :“ zipriq will denote the point in the edge rxi, yis lying at distance ri
from xi. For this collection ri, we define the set B :“ tzi, 1 ď i ď nu, and we look at the effective conductance
matrix of AY B. The construction shows immediately, that Ceff

AYBpzi, zjq for i ă j depends only on the new
electric network that is obtained by simply erasing all the portions rxi, zis (and it is then just Ceff

B for this
network). When A is considered to be fixed once and for all, we will write

Ceff
ij pr1, . . . , rnq :“ Ceff

AYBpzi, zjq.

This means that one can first discover the electric quantities on the network on the edges rxi, zis and then
rewire the not-yet explored part of the network and replace it by a weighted complete graph joining the zi’s,
as illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. The original network rG on the left and the network after rewiring on the right.
Dashed lines are the edges used for rewiring, with corresponding effective conductances.

Let us now explain how to use this procedure also to discover the GFF φ̃ first on the edges rxi, zis, and
also to describe the marginal law of the GFF on these edges. Given r1, . . . , rn, such that ri P r0, Rpeiqs, let us
define

φ̃pr1, . . . , rnq :“ ppφ̃z1prqqrďr1 , . . . , pφ̃znprqqrďrnq

and let Fpr1, . . . , rnq be the σ-algebra that generated by this process.
The following lemma is then an immediate consequence of (2.1) and of the spatial Markov property of the

GFF:

Lemma 3. When ri P r0, Rpeiqq, the law of φ̃pr1, . . . , rnq is absolutely continuous with respect to the law of
n independent Brownian motions pW 1, . . . ,Wnq respectively started from phpx1q, . . . , hpxnqq and defined on the
time intervals r0, r1s, . . . , r0, rns. The relative intensity between these two distributions at w “ pw1p¨q, . . . , wnp¨qq
is equal to

(2.2) Dpr1, . . . , rnqrws :“
1

Zpr1, . . . , rnq

ź

1ďiăjďn

exp

ˆ

´Ceff
ij pr1, . . . , rnq

pwpjqprjq ´ w
piqpriqq

2

2

˙

,

where Zpr1, . . . , rnq is the corresponding partition function so that the expected value of Dpr1, . . . , rnqrW s when
W “ pW 1, . . . ,Wnq is equal to 1.

In the sequel, we will sometimes simply write Dpr1, . . . , rnq as a shorthand for the random variable

Dpr1, . . . , rnqrφ̃pr1, . . . , rnqs. With this notation, given r1, . . . , rn and r11, . . . , r
1
n such that 0 ď ri ď r1i ă Rpeiq,

we can iterate the procedure and see that:

(2.3) Er1{Dpr11, . . . , r1nq|Fpr1, . . . , rnqs “ 1{Dpr1, . . . , rnq.

Note that when ri “ Rpeiq, it may happen that yi “ yj for some i ‰ j. Then φ̃zipriq “ φ̃zjprjq and there is
no absolute continuity anymore with the law of n independent Brownian motions.

We will consider the class of continuous non-decreasing stochastic processes priptqq1ďiďn,tě0, coupled with

the metric graph GFF φ̃, such that rip0q “ 0, riptq P r0, Rpeiqs, and for all pr1, . . . , rnq P
śn
i“1r0, Rpeiqs and

t ě 0,

t@i P t1, . . . , nu, riptq ď riu P Fpr1, . . . , rnq.

We will refer to such processes priptqq1ďiďn,tě0 as explorations of the metric graph GFF. Mind that we explore
here only the edges adjacent to A, and that we also allow the exploration to go all the way to ri “ Rpeiq.

The previous lemma allows easily to associate simple martingales to such explorations: Define for each
t ě 0,

φ̃iptq :“ φ̃zipriptqq, Ceff
ij ptq :“ Ceff

ij pr1ptq, . . . , rnptqq

and denote the natural filtration of ppφ̃iptq, riptqq1ďiďnqtě0 by pFtqtě0.
9



Lemma 4. The processes pφ̃iptqq1ďiďn,tě0 have the following semi-martingale decomposition:

(2.4) φ̃iptq “Miptq `
ÿ

j‰i

ż t

0

Ceff
ij psqpφ̃jpsq ´ φ̃ipsqqdripsq,

where Mi is a continuous martingale with respect the filtration of pFtqtě0. Moreover, the quadratic variations
satisfy

(2.5) xMi,Miyt “ riptq, xMi,Mjyt “ 0, for i ‰ j.

Proof. Let ε ą 0 small. Let us first assume that for all i P t1, . . . , nu and t ě 0, riptq ď Rpeiq ´ ε. Denote,
with same the notation as in (2.3),

Dt :“ Dpr1ptq, . . . , rnptqq.

Let pĂMiptq, r̃iptqq1ďiďn,tě0 be the process with the density D´1pRpe1q ´ ε, . . . , Rpenq ´ εqr¨s with respect the

law of pφ̃iptq, riptqq1ďiďn,tě0. Let p rFtqtě0 be the natural filtration of pĂMiptq, r̃iptqq1ďiďn,tě0. According to

Lemma 3, there are n independent Brownian motions pW piqprqq1ďiďn,0ďrďRpeiq, such that

ĂMiptq “W piqpr̃iptqq.

By construction, an event
t@i P t1, . . . , nu, r̃iptq ď riu

is measurable with respect to pW
piq
r q1ďiďn,0ďrďri . Thus, the processes pĂMiptqq1ďiďn,tě0 are p rFtqtě0-martingales

with
xĂMi,ĂMiyt “ r̃iptq, xĂMi,ĂMjyt “ 0, for i ‰ j.

Using Lemma 3, (2.3) and dyadic partitions, one can show that for any positive time t, the density of the

process pĂMipsq, r̃ipsqq1ďiďn,0ďsďt with respect to pφ̃ipsq, ripsqq1ďiďn,0ďsďt is D´1
t . According to (2.2), we can

write

Dt “
1

Zpr̃1ptq, . . . , r̃nptqq

ź

1ďiăjďn

exp

ˆ

´
1

2
Ceff
ij pr̃1ptq, . . . , r̃nptqqpĂMjptq ´ ĂMiptqq

2

˙

.

The function Zpr̃1ptq, . . . , r̃nptqq has bounded variation, so that Itô’s formula implies that
B

dDt

Dt
, dĂMiptq

F

“
ÿ

j‰i

Ceff
ij pr̃1ptq, . . . , r̃nptqqpĂMjptq ´ ĂMiptqqdriptq.

The lemma in this particular case follows by applying Girsanov’s theorem (for the multidimensional version
of Girsanov’s Theorem, see for instance [12], Section 3.5).

Let us now consider the general case where we do not assume anymore that riptq ď Rpeiq ´ ε. Let τε1 be

the first time at which one of the riptq hits Rpeiq ´ ε. Then, pφ̃ipt ^ τε1 qq1ďiďn,tě0 satisfies (2.4) and (2.5).

As ε tends to 0, pφ̃ipt^ τ
ε
1 qq1ďiďn,tě0 converges to pφ̃ipt^ τ1qq1ďiďn,tě0, where τ1 is the first time one of the

riptq hits Rpeiq. The stopped martingales pMipt^ τ
ε
1 qqtě0 have a bounded quadratic variation uniformly in ε.

Thus the stopped martingales converge as ε tends to 0. Consequently the drift term in (2.4) converges too.

By convergence, pφ̃ipt^ τ1qq1ďiďn,tě0 satisfies (2.4) and (2.5).

After time τ1, the riptq-s that did already hit Rpeiq, as well as the corresponding φ̃iptq-s, stay constant. The

number of evolving processes φ̃jptq decreases but the evolution equation is the same. Indeed, we can apply
the argument of absolute continuity with respect a family of time-changed independent Brownian motions to
a smaller number of processes. We can decompose the time-line r0,`8q using stopping times τ0 “ 0 ă τ1 ă
¨ ¨ ¨ ă τk ă τk`1 “ `8, where τ1, . . . , τk correspond to the successive times when one of the riptq hits Rpeiq.

On each interval rτq, τq`1q, the processes φ̃jptq that are not frozen evolve according (2.4) and (2.5). Since all

the processes φ̃jptq are continuous, (2.4) and (2.5) are valid on r0,`8q. �

The previous lemma allows to obtain the following simple variational property of the partition functions
Zpr1, . . . , rnq and of the effective conductances Ceff

ij pr1, . . . , rnq. Note that other proofs of these deterministic
facts are possible (this is indeed analogous to Hadamard’s variational formula [10, Chapter 15] which gives the
first order variation of a Green’s function under a perturbation of a continuum domain – the Green’s function
corresponds to effective resistances).
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Lemma 5. Let pr1, . . . , rnq P
śn
i“1p0, Rpeiqq. Then, with the notation of (2.2), we have

(2.6)
BriZpr1, . . . , rnq

Zpr1, . . . , rnq
`

1

2

ÿ

j‰i

Ceff
ij pr1, . . . , rnq “ 0.

For j ‰ i,

(2.7) BriC
eff
ij pr1, . . . , rnq “ Ceff

ij pr1, . . . , rnq
ÿ

j1‰i

Ceff
ij1 pr1, . . . , rnq.

For i R tj, j1u, and j ‰ j1,

(2.8) BriC
eff
jj1pr1, . . . , rnq “ ´C

eff
ij pr1, . . . , rnqC

eff
ij1 pr1, . . . , rnq.

Proof. By symmetry, we can restrict to the case where i “ 1. With the notation of (2.3), the process
pDpr, r2, . . . , rnq

´1qrPp0,Rpe1qq is a martingale. Applying Itô’s formula and (2.4) to it, we see that the drift term
turns out to be equal to

Dpr, r2, . . . , rnq
´1

´

Br1Zpr, r2, . . . , rnq

Zpr, r2, . . . , rnq
`

1

2

n
ÿ

j“2

Ceff
1j pr, r2, . . . , rnq

`

n
ÿ

j“2

´

Br1C
eff
1j pr, r2, . . . , rnq ´ C

eff
1j pr, r2, . . . , rnq

n
ÿ

j1“2

Ceff
1j1pr, r2, . . . , rnq

¯

pφ̃zjprjq ´ φ̃z1prqq
2

`
1

2

ÿ

2ďjăj1ďn

´

Br1C
eff
jj1pr, r2, . . . , rnq ` C

eff
1j pr, r2, . . . , rnqC

eff
1j1pr, r2, . . . , rnq

¯

pφ̃zj1 prj1 q ´ φ̃zjprjqq
2
¯

.

Since this drift must be equal to zero, each pre-factor of a term in pφ̃zjprjq ´ φ̃z1prqq
2 or a term in pφ̃zj1 prj1 q ´

φ̃zjprjqq
2, as well as the term not involving φ̃, must be zero. By identifying different terms, we get exactly

(2.6), (2.7) and (2.8). �

Finally, we note that conversely, the previous descriptions can be used to actually construct a GFF. More
specifically, let us consider a continuous stochastic process pXiptq, riptqq1ďiďn,0ďtďT and denote pFtq0ďtďT its
natural filtration. We further assume that:

‚ Each riptq is a non-decreasing process with values in r0, Rpeiqs and rip0q “ 0.
‚ For each i, Xip0q “ hpxiq, and Xiptq is a semi-martingale with respect the filtration pFtqtě0, with the

semi-martingale decomposition

(2.9) Xiptq “Miptq `
ÿ

j‰i

ż t

0

Ceff
ij pr1psq, . . . , rnpsqqpXjpsq ´Xipsqqdripsq,

where Miptq is an pFtq0ďtďT -martingale.
‚ The martingales Miptq satisfy

(2.10) xMi,Miyt “ riptq, xMi,Mjyt “ 0, for i ‰ j.

We can note that Xiptq is then constant on the time intervals where ri remains constant. We then define

pφ̂zqzP rG to be the random field on the metric graph rG coupled to pXiptq, riptqq1ďiďn,0ďtďT in the following
way:

‚ For t ď T , φ̂zipriptqq “ Xiptq.

‚ Outside the lines rx1, z1pr1pT qqs, . . . , rxn, znprnpT qqs, conditionally on the value of φ̂ on these lines, φ̂

is distributed like a metric graph GFF with boundary conditions φ̂x1 , φ̂z1pr1pT qq, . . . , φ̂xn , φ̂znprnpT qq.

Lemma 6. Under all these conditions, the field φ̂ is distributed like the metric graph GFF φ̃.

Proof. Let ε ą 0 small. Let us first assume that for all i, ripT q ď Rpeiq ´ ε. We extend the definition of riptq
and Xiptq for t ą T ,

riptq :“ pripT q ` pt´ T qq ^ pRpeiq ´ εq if t ą T,
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and set Xiptq “ φ̂zipriptqq. Let pFtqtě0 be the natural filtration of pXiptq, riptqq1ďiďn,tě0. From Lemma 4 follows
that for t ě T , the processes pXiptqq1ďiďn,těT satisfy the equations (2.4) and (2.5), because by definition, for
t ě T , zipriptqq explores a metric graph GFF. For t P r0, T s, (2.4) and (2.5) are satisfied too, because of (2.9)
and (2.10). So for all t ě 0, we have

Xiptq “Miptq `
ÿ

j‰i

ż t

0

Ceff
ij pr1psq, . . . , rnpsqqpXjpsq ´Xipsqqdripsq,

where the quadratic variations and covariations of the pFtqtě0-martingales pMiptqq1ďiďn,tě0 are given by (2.5).
Define

D´1
t :“ Zpr1ptq, . . . , rnptqq

ź

1ďiăjďn

exp

ˆ

1

2
Ceff
ij pr1ptq, . . . , rnptqqpXjptq ´Xiptqq

2

˙

.

Applying Itô’s formula and (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8), we get that pD´1
t qtě0 is an pFtqtě0 local martingale. Moreover

D´1
0 “ Zp0, . . . , 0q

ź

1ďiăjďn

exp

ˆ

1

2
Ceff
ij p0, . . . , 0qphpxjq ´ hpxiqq

2

˙

.

From Lemma 3, it follows that D´1
0 “ 1.

For K ą 0, denote θK the stopping time when one of the Xiptq hits K or ´K. The stopped local martingale
pD´1

t^θK
qtě0 is bounded, thus it is a true martingale. With the condition D´1

0 “ 1, we get that it is a change

of measure martingale for the filtration pFtqtě0. We apply the change of measure of density pD´1
t^θK

qtě0 to

the process pXipt ^ θKq, ript ^ θKqq1ďiďn,tě0 and obtain a processes denoted pĂMi,Kptq, r̃i,Kptqq1ďiďn,tě0. By

Girsanov’s theorem, ĂMi,K is a martingale with respect the natural filtration of pĂMi,Kptq, r̃i,Kptqq1ďiďn,tě0 the
quadratic variations are

xĂMi,K ,ĂMi,Kyt “ r̃i,Kptq, xĂMi,K ,ĂMj,Kyt “ 0, for i ‰ j.

Let θ̃K,K1 be the first time one of the ĂMi,K hits K 1 or ´K 1. The processes do not evolve after time θ̃K,K1 .

Let K 1 P p0,Kq. Then pĂMi,Kptq, r̃i,Kptqq1ďiďn,tě0 and pĂMi,K1ptq, r̃i,K1ptqq1ďiďn,tě0 are naturally coupled on
the same probability space such that

pĂMi,K1ptq, r̃i,K1ptqq1ďiďn,tě0 “ pĂMi,Kpt^ θ̃K,K1q, r̃i,Kpt^ θ̃K,K1qq1ďiďn,tě0.

By coupling this way the processes for all values of K, one gets a process pĂMiptq, r̃iptqq1ďiďn,tě0 such that

pĂMi,Kptq, r̃i,Kptqq1ďiďn,tě0 “ pĂMipt^ θ̃Kq, r̃ipt^ θ̃Kqq1ďiďn,tě0,

where θ̃K is the first hitting time of K or ´K. ĂMi is a martingale with respect to the filtration generated by

pĂMiptq, r̃iptqq1ďiďn,tě0 and it satisfies

xĂMi,ĂMiyt “ r̃iptq, xĂMi,ĂMjyt “ 0, for i ‰ j.

According to Dubins-Schwarz-Knight’s theorem (see Theorem 1.9, chapter V, §1 in [28]), there are n
independent Brownian motions pW piqq1ďiďn and independent from pr̃iptqq1ďiďn,tě0, such that

ĂMiptq “W piqpr̃iptqq.

With the notation of (2.2), the process pXipt^ θKq, ript^ θKqq1ďiďn,tě0 has a density

DpRpe1q ´ ε, . . . , Rpenq ´ εq

with respect the process pĂMipt^ θ̃Kq, r̃ipt^ θ̃Kqq1ďiďn,tě0. Thus pXiptq, riptqq1ďiďn,tě0 has the same density

DpRpe1q ´ ε, . . . , Rpenq ´ εq with respect pĂMiptq, r̃iptqq1ďiďn,tě0. From Lemma 3 follows that the process

pφ̂ziprqq1ďiďn,0ďrďRpeiq´ε is distributed like the restriction of a metric graph GFF to

tziprq|1 ď i ď n, 0 ď r ď Rpeiq ´ εu.

Together with the Markov property follows that φ̂ is distributed like a metric graph GFF.
Finally, let us not assume anymore that ripT q ď Rpeiq ´ ε for all i. Let τε1 be the first time on r0, T s when

one of the riptq hits Rpeiq ´ ε. Let τ1 be the first time on r0, T s when one riptq hits Rpeiq. Then the process
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pXipt ^ τε1 q, ript ^ τε1 qq1ďiďn,0ďtďT satisfies the lemma. By convergence pXipt ^ τ1q, ript ^ τ1qq1ďiďn,0ďtďT
satisfies the lemma, too. Then one can consider successive stopping times τ1, . . . , τk when one of the riptq hits
Rpeiq. After each stopping time τq, there is at least one process pXiptq, riptqq that is frozen, and applying our
previous method to a smaller number of evolving processes, one can show that pXipt^τqq, ript^τqqq1ďiďn,0ďtďT
satisfies the lemma for all q P t1, . . . , ku. �

2.3. A particular exploration. We now define a particular exploration of the GFF, keeping the same
notation as before. Let us first give the formal definition: Given r P r0, Rpeiqs, we will denote by Liprq the

local time at zero accumulated by φ̃ on the interval rxi, ziprqs. We will construct an exploration priptqq1ďiďn,tě0

of φ̃, such that for all t ě 0,

(2.11) L1pr1ptqq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Lnprnptqq.

This is reminiscent of first-passage percolation, where one also looks at the growth of geodesic balls in a
random metric. Note however that in the present setting, the random lengths of edges are neither uniform
nor independent, and that some edges have zero length.

Denote

`max :“ minpL1pRpe1qq, . . . , LnpRpenqqq.

For ` P p0, `maxs, define

R´i p`q :“ suptr P r0, Rpeiqs|Liprq ă `u.

and

R´p`q :“
n
ÿ

i“1

R´i p`q.

Denote, if hpxiq ‰ 0,

ρ0
i :“ suptr P r0, Rpeiqs|φ̃zip¨q stays away from 0 on r0, rsu.

If hpxiq “ 0, set ρ0
i “ 0. For r P p0, R´i p`maxqs, define

Tiprq “

"

r `
ři´1
j“1 ρ

0
j if r ď ρ0

i ,

r ´R´i pLiprqq `R
´pLiprqq if r ą ρ0

i .

Define riptq as the inverse of Ti. If t P r0, R´p`maxqs, let

riptq “ inftr P p0, R´i p`maxqs|Tiprq ě tu

For t ą R´p`maxq, we set riptq “ R´i p`maxq.
Let us now explain in words what this processes priptqq1ďiďn,tě0 does. Each riptq starts from 0. First,

r1ptq starts by exploring the interval r0, ρ0
1s while r2ptq, . . . , rnptq stay at 0. Then r2ptq explores r0, ρ0

2s, etc.

At time
řn
i“1 ρ

0
i , each riptq is at ρ0

i . After that time, each riptq explores the excursions of φ̃zip¨q away from
zero. The condition (2.11) actually imposes the order in which the excursions across different values of i are
explored. At time R´p`maxq, each riptq reaches R´i p`maxq and does not evolve after that time. For exactly
one i, R´i p`maxq equals Rpeiq and riptq reaches the end of the interval corresponding to the edge ei. Moreover,
for all t P r0, R´p`maxqs, we have

řn
i“1 riptq “ t.

The folowing lemma sums up some easy properties of this process:

Lemma 7. For i P t1, . . . , nu, the process riptq is non-decreasing continuous with values in r0, Rpeiqs. rip0q “

0. For t large enough, riptq “ R´i p`maxq and φ̃zipriptqq “ φ̃zipR´i p`maxqq
“ 0. Almost surely, there exactly one

i P t1, . . . , nu, such that R´i p`maxq “ Rpeiq.

The process priptqq1ďiďn,tě0 is an exploration of the metric graph GFF φ̃ such that for all t ě 0,

(2.12) L1pr1ptqq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Lnprnptqq.

Almost surely, for all t ě 0, there is at most one i P t1, . . . , nu such that riptq ą 0 and φ̃zipriptqq ‰ 0. In

particular, if h is non-negative on A, then for any i, j P t1, . . . , nu, φ̃zipriptqqφ̃zjprjptqq ě 0.
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Proof. By definition, riptq P r0, R
´
i p`maxqs Ď r0, Rpeiqs, and for t ą R´p`maxq, riptq “ R´i p`maxq. Also,

by definition, riptq is non-decreasing. To show that it is continuous, we need to check that Tiprq is strictly
increasing and that ripR

´p`maxqq “ R´i p`maxq. Tiprq is clearly strictly increasing on p0, ρ0
i s. For r ą ρ0

i ,

Tiprq “ r `
ÿ

j‰i

R´j pLiprqq.

The first term r is strictly increasing and the others are non-decreasing. Thus Tiprq is strictly increasing on
pρ0
i , R

´p`maxqs. Moreover, R´j pLjprqq ě ρ0
j . Thus, for r ą ρ0

i ,

Tiprq ą
n
ÿ

j“1

ρ0
j “ Tipρ

0
i q.

So Tiprq is strictly increasing on p0, R´i p`maxqs and consequently riptq is continuous on r0, R´i p`maxqs and
rip0q “ 0. Moreover,

TipR
´
i p`maxqq “ R´pLipR

´
i p`maxqqq “ R´p`maxq.

Thus ripR
´p`maxqq “ R´i p`maxq and riptq is continuous on r0,`8q.

Let us check now (2.12). If t ď
řn
i“1 ρ

0
i , then riptq ď ρ0

i and

L1pr1ptqq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Lnprnptqq “ 0.

If t ě R´p`maxq, then riptq “ R´i p`maxq and

L1pr1ptqq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Lnprnptqq “ `max.

Consider now that
n
ÿ

i“1

ρ0
i ă t ă R´p`maxq.

Assume that there is i ‰ j such that Lipriptqq ă Ljprjptqq. Let ` P pLipriptqq, Ljprjptqqq. Then R´j p`q ă rjptq.
Moreover,

t ď Tipriptqq ă R´p`q “ TjpR
´
j p`qq.

By definition of rj , this means that rjptq ď R´j p`q, which contradicts R´j p`q ă rjptq. This means that we

cannot have Lipriptqq ă Ljprjptqq.

Let us check now that priptqq1ďiďn,tě0 is an exploration of φ̃. Let t ą 0. Let pr1, . . . , rnq P
śn
i“1r0, Rpeiqs.

Define
`pr1, . . . , rnq :“ minpL1pr1q, . . . , Lnprnqq.

Let i be the smallest i such that ri ă ρ0
i if such exists, n otherwise. The random variables `pr1, . . . , rnq and i

are Fpr1, . . . , rnq-measurable If `pr1, . . . , rnq “ 0, then

(2.13) riptq ď ri for all i P t1, . . . , nu

is equivalent to
t ď ri ^ ρ

0
i .

If `pr1, . . . , rnq ą 0, then (2.13) is equivalent to

t ď R´p`pr1, . . . , rnqq `
ÿ

1ďiďn
Lipriq“`pr1,...,rnq

pri ´R
´
i p`pr1, . . . , rnqqq.

Thus the event (2.13) is Fpr1, . . . , rnq-measurable.

If φ̃zipriptqq ‰ 0, then either riptq ă ρ0
i or riptq ą ρ0

i and R´i p`q has a discontinuity at ` “ Lipriptqq. If

riptq ă ρ0
i , then by definition, for j ‰ i, either rjptq “ 0 or rjptq “ ρ0

j and φ̃ziprjptqq “ φ̃zipρ0
j q
“ 0. Consider

now the case when riptq ą ρ0
i and R´i p`q has a discontinuity at ` “ Lipriptqq. To show that for j ‰ i,

φ̃ziprjptqq “ 0, we need to show that R´j p`q is continuous at ` “ Lipriptqq “ Ljprjptqq. So we need to check

that for i ‰ j P t1, . . . , nu, almost surely, the discontinuity sets of R´i p`q and R´j p`q are disjoint. This comes

from the fact that the law of pφ̃zip¨q, φ̃zip¨qq is absolutely continuous with respect the law of two independent
Brownian motions and the fact that for two independent Brownian motions the discontinuity sets of the inverse
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of the local time at zero (corresponding to the local time levels of Brownian excursions away from zero) are
disjoint. �

Next is the key lemma for the proof of Proposition 1.

Lemma 8. Assume that the boundary condition h is non-negative on A. Let Imax denote the maximum over
1 ď i ď n of the quantities Iyi,Apφ̃q and let ρi denote the first r at which Iziprq,A reaches Imax. Then, the
processes

p|φ̃ziprq|, δziprq,Aq1ďiďn,0ďrďR´i p`maxq

and

pφ̃ziprq ´ Iziprq,A,´Iziprq,Aq1ďiďn,0ďrďρi

have the same distribution.

Proof. Let priptqq1ďiďn,tě0 be the exploration of the metric graph GFF φ̃ that appears in Lemma 7. Ac-
cording to Tanaka’s formula (see Theorem 1.2, chapter VI, §1 in [28]), we have the following semi-martingale

decomposition for |φ̃zipriptqq|:

|φ̃zipriptqq| “ hpxiq `

ż t

0

sgnpφ̃zipripsqqqdφ̃zipripsqq ` Lipriptqq.

With the notation of Lemma 4,

|φ̃iptq| ´ Lipriptqq

“ hpxiq `

ż t

0

sgnpφ̃ipsqqdφ̃ipsq

“ hpxiq `

ż t

0

sgnpφ̃ipsqqdMipsq `
ÿ

j‰i

ż t

0

sgnpφ̃ipsqqC
eff
ij psqpφ̃jpsq ´ φ̃ipsqqdripsq.

By construction, Lipripsqq “ Ljprjpsqq, and according to Lemma 7, φ̃ipsqφ̃jpsq ě 0. Thus,

|φ̃iptq| ´ Lipriptqq

“ hpxiq `

ż t

0

sgnpφ̃ipsqqdMipsq `
ÿ

j‰i

ż t

0

Ceff
ij psqp|φ̃jpsq| ´ Ljprjpsqq ´ |φ̃ipsq| ` Lipripsqqqdripsq.

Thus, the processes p|φ̃iptq| ´ Lipriptqqq1ďiďn,tě0 satisfy (2.9) and (2.10). Let T ą 0. According to Lemma 6,

p|φ̃iptq|´Lipriptqqq1ďiďn,0ďtďT can be extended to a GFF φ̂T on the whole metric graph rG. By letting T tend

to infinity, we get that p|φ̃iptq| ´ Lipriptqqq1ďiďn,tě0 extends to a GFF φ̂ on whole rG. For that GFF we have

Lipriptqq “ ´Izipriptqq,Apφ̂q.

Moreover, Lipriptqq “ δzipriptqq,Apφ̃q. This implies our lemma. �

The idea is now to use the previous lemma to prove Proposition 1 by induction on the number of edges of
the graph. We first need to check that the proposition holds in the case where the graph consists only of one
edge, which is the case of the Brownian bridge described at the beginning of the introduction:

Lemma 9 (Bertoin-Pitman, [3]). Proposition 1 holds when the graph G is just two vertices x1 and x2 with
only one edge e joining them.

As already mentioned in the introduction, this result is due to Bertoin and Pitman (Theorem 4.1 in [3])
and there are several possible ways to derive it. In [3], it was obtained via a combination of several classical
transforms (such as the Verwaat transform) between the Brownian bridge, the Brownian excursion and the
Brownian meander. The following short proof differs from that of [3], and is quite natural from our general
metric graph perspective.
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Proof. For r P r0, Rpeqs, denote z1prq the point at distance r from x1 and z2prq the point at distance r from

x2. L1prq respectively L2prq will denote the local time at zero accumulated by φ̃ on rx1, z1prqs, respectively
on rz2prq, x2s.

As described previously (see Lemma 7), one can construct the pair of continuous non-decreasing processes
pr1ptq, r2ptqqtě0 such that

‚ r1p0q “ r2p0q “ 0,

‚ pr1ptq, r2ptqqtě0 is an exploration of φ̃, that is to say the event tr1ptq ď r1, r2ptq ď r2u is measurable

with respect the restriction of φ̃ to rx1, z1prqs Y rz2prq, x2s,
‚ for all t ě 0, L1pr1ptqq “ L2pr2ptqq,
‚ for all t ě 0, z1pr1ptqq ď z2pr2ptqq, that is to say r1ptq ` r2ptq ď Rpeq,
‚ for t large enough z1pr1ptqq “ z2pr2ptqq and pr1ptq, r2ptqq does not evolve any more,

‚ for all t ě 0, φ̃z1pr1ptqqφ̃z2pr2ptqq ě 0.

By construction, Lipriptqq “ δzipriptqq,A, i “ 1, 2.

The process pφ̃z1pr1ptqq, φ̃z2pr2ptqqqtě0 satisfies the SDE (2.4),(2.5), where

Ceff
12 psq “ pRpeq ´ r1psq ´ r2psqq

´1.

For ε P p0, Rpeqq, τε will denote the stopping time when r1ptq ` r2ptq hits Rpeq ´ ε. The stopped process

p|φ̃z1pr1pt^τεqq| ´ L1pr1pt ^ τεqq, |φ̃z2pr2pt^τεqq| ´ L2pr2pt ^ τεqqqtě0 satisfies the SDE (2.9),(2.10) and one can
apply Lemma 6, to show that by interpolating the stopped process above by an independent Brownian bridge
of length ε from ´L1pr1pτ

εqq to ´L2pr2pτ
εqq “ ´L1pr1pτ

εqq, one gets a Brownian bridge of length Rpeq from

hpx1q to hpx2q. By letting ε tend to zero, we get that p|φ̃x| ´ δx,AqxPrx1,x2s is distributed like φ̃, which is
equivalent to the statement of the lemma. �

We are now finally able to prove Proposition 1:

Proof. We will prove the proposition by induction on the number of edges |E| in the graph. The case where
this number is equal to one is covered by Lemma 9.

Suppose now that |E| ě 2, and that Proposition 1 holds for all graphs with fewer edges. As explained
before, the edges that do join points of A together can be removed (mind that one uses Lemma 9 to justify
this), so that if there is such an edge in the graph, then the induction hypothesis allows to conclude that the
result holds also for the graph pV,Eq.

We now assume that no edge of E joins two sites of A. Using the notation of the beginning of Section 2
and Lemma 8, we get that the processes

p|φ̃ziprq| ´ δziprq,Aq1ďiďn,0ďrďR´i p`maxq
and pφ̃ziprqq1ďiďn,rďρi

where Imax “ max1ďiďn Iyi,A, have the same distribution. The sets

(2.14)
!

ziprq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
1 ď i ď n, 0 ď r ď R´i p`maxq

)

and

(2.15)
!

ziprq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
1 ď i ď n, Iziprq,A ě Imax

)

are each made of n lines contained inside rxi, yis, 1 ď i ď n. Moreover, in each case, for exactly one i, the

interval rxi, yis is entirely contained in the corresponding set. Conditionally on pφ̃ziprqq1ďiďn,0ďrďR´i p`maxq
,

outside the set (2.14), φ̃ is distributed like a metric graph GFF with boundary condition 0 at zipR
´
i p`maxqq,

1 ď i ď n. Conditionally on pφ̃ziprqq1ďiďn,răρi , outside the set (2.15), φ̃ is distributed like a metric graph
GFF with boundary condition Imax. Since we already have Lemma 8, to show the proposition, we need to

check that it is satisfied by a metric graph GFF on rG minus (2.14) with boundary condition zero. But the

metric graph rG minus (2.14) has one less edge, thus we can use the induction hypothesis. This concludes our
proof. �
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3. Invariance under rewiring

3.1. Main statement and some comments. Let us first state the more general version of Proposition 2.
Consider a finite graph G “ pV,Eq as before, and assume that the boundary set A Ď V contains at least

two vertices. We also consider a partition of A into two non-empty subsets pA and qA so that the sign of the

boundary condition h on pA is constant, and that its sign on qA is also constant (the value 0 is allowed for

some boundary points, and the signs on pA and on qA do not need to be the same). As before, we will consider
the effective conductance matrix Ceff

A of the circuit corresponding to the boundary A. We then consider the

metric graph Gaussian free field φ̃ with boundary condition h on A, and we more specifically study the random
variable

δ
pA, qA “ δ

pA, qApφ̃q :“ min
x̂P pA,x̌P qA

δx̂,x̌

that measures the pseudo-distance between these two parts of the boundary.

Proposition 10. The law of the non-negative random variable δ
pA, qA is described by the fact that for all ` ą 0,

(3.1) Ppδ
pA, qA ě `q “

ź

x̂P pA
x̌P qA

exp

ˆ

´
1

2
Ceff
A px̂, x̌q

`

|hpx̂q| ` |hpx̌q| ` `
˘2
`

1

2
Ceff
A px̂, x̌q

`

hpx̂q ´ hpx̌q
˘2
˙

.

We can also note that if the sign of h is the same on qA as on pA, then this implies that

(3.2) Ppδ
pA, qA ą 0q “

ź

x̂P pA
x̌P qA

exp
`

´2Ceff
A px̂, x̌qhpx̂qhpx̌q

˘

.

Note that in the special case where pA and qA are both singletons (or equivalently, when h is constant on

both Â and Ǎ), this proposition is exactly Proposition 2. Also, when h is the zero function, then pδ
pA, qAq

2 is

exponentially distributed.
Note also that Lemma 9 implies the proposition in the special case where the graph consists only of edges

that join directly points from qA to points from pA. Indeed, in this case, δ
pA, qA ą ` if and only if the length

of each of the edges in greater than `, and we can note that the events corresponding to these edges are all
independent (and their laws are given by Lemma 9). Hence, given what we have established so far, proving
Proposition 10 is equivalent to proving that:

Proposition 11. Suppose that two finite graphs G and G1 share the same boundary set A, that A is partitioned

into two non-empty sets pA and qA. Suppose further that for each x̂ P pA and x̌ P qA, the effective resistance

Reff
A px̂, x̌q is the same for both graphs. Then, for each boundary condition h with constant signs on each of pA

and qA, the law of δ
pA, qA is the same for both graphs.

In other words, one can view this as an invariance of the distribution of δ
pA, qA under rewiring of the electrical

network that preserves the effective conductance matrix Ceff
A .

Let us also note that (3.2) can also be reformulated as follows: For general boundary conditions h on A, if

a ă minA h, then the event Ea that there exists a continuous path γ connecting pA to qA along which φ̃ remains
greater than a, is exactly the event tδ

pA, qApφ̃´ aq “ 0u, so that

PpEaq “ 1´
ź

x̂P pA
x̌P qA

exp
`

´2Ceff
A px̂, x̌qphpx̂q ´ aqphpx̌q ´ aq

˘

.

This can then be used to establish a lower bound for the probability that pA and qA are connected by a path
on which the height of the discrete Gaussian free field is greater than some value. For similar lower bounds,
using different techniques, see [35], Section 3, and [5], Proposition 2.1.

Let us first make a few further comments.
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‚ In all these statements, edges of the graph that join two points of pA (or two points of qA) do play
no role in the distance δ

pA, qA, and the GFF on those edges is independent from the rest for a given h.

Hence, we do not need to bother about these edges.
‚ In the special case where the graph is a three-legged “star-graph” G3 with V “ tx̂1, x̂2, y, x̌u and three

edges joining respectively y to the three boundary point x̂1, x̂2 and x̌, then for pA “ tx̂1, x̂2u, it is easy
to check directly that Proposition 10 holds: Indeed,

δ
pA,x̌ “ minpδx̂1,y, δx̂2,yq ` δy,x̌,

and one can first sample φ̃pyq and because these three random edge-lengths are then conditionally
independent, one can conclude.

‚ The previous case of the star-graph G3 shows that the law of δ
pA, qA in this case is identical to that

when the star-graph is replaced by the electrically equivalent triangle graph. In fact, the previous

Figure 7. Star-triangle transformation.

observation can be immediately generalised to the case of star graphs GN with more boundary points
(when the graph consists only of edges joining one single central point y to each boundary point in
pAY qA but this time, the number N of sites of A can be greater than 3). In that case, replacing this
graph by the complete graph on A with the same effective resistances will also not change the law of
δ
pA, qA.

Recall that the electrical network defined by G can always be “reduced” to the electrically equivalent network
(viewed from A) consisting only of edges joining directly the edges of A, by a finite iteration of local “star GN
to complete graph” transformations (at each step, one chooses a site that is not in A and removes it using
this transformation). Proving Proposition 11 is therefore equivalent to showing that the law of δ

pA, qA remains

unchanged under each of such local transformation. One may wonder if one simple direct proof of this fact
might just be to see that if one conditions on the values of the GFF outside of the considered star (which
is the same before and after the local transformation), then the conditional law of δ

pA, qA remains unchanged

under this local transformation. In the coming few paragraphs, we now explain that this is not the case – this
will also provide some justification for the actual strategy of our proof.

Let us first consider the case where the graph G is just a three-legged star with A “ tx̂1, x̂2, x̌u and the
inner point y as before. This set is electrically equivalent to a triangle graph G1 consisting only of three edges
joining the points of A. It is easy to see that it is not true that for any non-negative boundary condition h,
the joint law of the couple pδx̂1,x̌, δx̂2,x̌q is the same for both graphs (recall that the proposition only states
than the minimum of these two quantities have the same law for both graphs). Indeed, one can for instance
consider the case where h is constant and equal to a on A, and look at the asymptotic behaviour when aÑ 0
of the probability that pδx̂1,x̌, δx̂2,x̌q “ p0, 0q on each of the graphs. One can directly compute and compare
these probabilities, but one can also proceed heuristically as follows: For pδx̂1,x̌, δx̂2,x̌q “ p0, 0q to hold on the
triangle graph, we see that the GFF has to be positive on each of the three edges, and it is easy to check that
when a Ñ 0, this occurs with a probability equivalent to a constant times a3 (basically, each of the GFF’s
is starting from a near the three boundary points and has to avoid the origin). On the other hand, one the
triangle graph, pδx̂1,x̌, δx̂2,x̌q “ p0, 0q if and only the GFF is positive on two of the three edges, which occurs
with a probability equivalent to a constant times a4 (this time, for each of these two edges, the GFF has
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to remain positive near both of the endpoints of the edge). Hence, we see that Proposition 10 can not be
generalised to statements that involve the joint law of more than two more than one distance between parts
of the boundary.

One could nevertheless wonder (and this would indicate that the proof of Proposition 10 via conditioning
and local rewirings could work) whether the following more general general result could hold: Suppose that
we are now given a non-negative function u on A, and we define

δu
pA, qA

:“ min
x̂P pA,x̌P qA

pδx̂,x̌ ` upx̂q ` upx̌qq.

Then, is it the case that for each given u and h, the law of this quantity is invariant under the rewiring
procedure described in Proposition 11? Again, as we shall now explain, the answer to this question is negative
already in the case of the three-legged star graph: Suppose that for the three-legged graph G3 and its electrical

equivalent triangle graph G13, with pA “ tx̂1, x̂2u and each given h and u, the laws of δu
pA, qA

are the same for

both graphs. By definition, this would imply that for each given h, and each `, u1 and u2, the probabilities of
the event tδx̂1,x̌ ą ` ´ u1, δx̂2,x̌ ą ` ´ u2u are the same for both graphs. This would imply that the joint law
of the couple pδx̂1,x̌, δx̂2,x̌q are the same for both graphs, but we have just argued that this is not the case.

Consider now the three-legged graph G3, and divide each of the two edges px̂1, yq and px̂2, yq into two pieces
(by introducing additional vertices x1 and x2). Then, what we have just explained is that for this new graph
(with six vertices), the conditional distribution of δ

pA, qA given what happens on the edges px̂1, x1q and px̂2, x2q

is not invariant under the transformation that turns the star px1, x2, y, y̌q into a triangle (in that setting, the
function u can be understood in terms of the distances δx̂1,x1

and δx̂2,x2
that have already been discovered).

This does therefore show that the previously mentioned possible proof of Proposition 11 via conditioning
and local modifications can not work. It also suggests that a good exploration procedure to use in order to
establish Proposition 10 is to start from the boundary and to discover simultaneously all points that are at
the same distance from the boundary. Indeed, in the remaining-to-be-discovered domain, no non-constant
“delay-type terms” like u will appear.

3.2. Proof of Proposition 10. We will use the similar exploration martingale approach as for Proposition
1. As in Section 2, we will consider a particular exploration r̂iptq P r0, Rpêiqs of the metric graph GFF φ̃, such
that for all t ě 0,

L1pr̂1ptqq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Ln̂pr̂n̂ptqq,

where Lipr̂iptqq is the local time at zero accumulated on the line rx̂i, ẑipr̂iptqqs. We will denote by Lptq the

common value of Lipr̂iptqq. As before, the exploration will eventually stop evolving at time pT when one
of the r̂iptq hits Rpêiq (a.s., the corresponding value of i is unique, see Lemma 7). In particular, if for all
i, j P t1, . . . , n̂u, hpx̂iqhpx̂jq ě 0, then for all i, j P t1, . . . , n̂u and all t ě 0,

φ̃ẑipr̂iptqqφ̃ẑjpr̂jptqq ě 0.

Consider a time t P p0, pT q. If we replace the circuit outside edges that join two vertices in pA or two vertices

in qA, and outside the lines rx̂i, ẑipr̂iptqqs, 1 ď i ď n̂, by a complete graph joining tẑ1pr̂1ptqq, . . . , ẑnpr̂nptqquY qA,
and have an electrically equivalent circuit, then we will denote the obtained conductances by

‚ Ceff
ij ptq for the conductance of the edge between ẑipr̂iptqq and ẑjpr̂iptqq,

‚ Ceff
ix̌ ptq for the conductance of the edge between ẑipr̂iptqq and x̌ P qA,

‚ Ceff
x̌x̌1ptq for the conductance of the edge between x̌ ‰ x̌1 P qA.

All these conductances have limits at t “ 0 and

lim
tÑ0

Ceff
ij ptq “ Ceffpx̂i, x̂jq if x̂i ‰ x̂j ,

ÿ

1ďiďn̂
x̂i“x̂

lim
tÑ0

Ceff
ix̌ ptq “ Ceffpx̂, x̌q,

lim
tÑ0

Ceff
x̌x̌1ptq “ Ceffpx̌, x̌1q.

If i0 is the value such that r̂i0p
pT q “ Rpêi0q and if ŷi0 P

qA, then

lim
tÑ pT

Ceff
i0ŷi0

ptq “ `8.
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In all other cases the limits of effective conductances at pT are finite.
Let ` ą 0. Let τ` P r0,`8s be the first time Lptq hits the level `. Consider the process Ψ`ptq, defined for

t P r0, pT q as

Ψ`ptq :“
ź

1ďiďn̂
x̌P qA

exp

ˆ

´
1

2
Ceff
ix̌ pt^ τ`q

`

|φ̃ẑipr̂ipt^τ`qq| ` |hpx̌q| ` `´ Lpt^ τ`q
˘2

(3.3)

`
1

2
Ceff
ix̌ pt^ τ`q

`

φ̃ẑipr̂ipt^τ`qq ´ hpx̌q
˘2
˙

We know that almost surely, τ` ‰ pT . If τ` ă pT , then for all i P 1, . . . , n̂, ẑipr̂ipτ`qq “ 0 and Ψ`pτ`q “ 1. Then

we can extend Ψ`ptq for t ě τ`, in particular for t ě pT , to be equal to 1. If τ` ą pT and none of the ẑipr̂ip pT q

hits qA, then Ψ`ptq has a finite limit in p0, 1q at pT , and we extend Ψ`ptq for t ě pT to be equal this limit. If

τ` ą pT and for the value i0, such that ẑi0pr̂i0p
pT q “ ŷi0 , we have ŷi0 P

qA, then the factor

exp

ˆ

´
1

2
Ceff
i0ŷi0

pt^ τ`q
`

|φ̃ẑi0 pr̂i0 pt^τ`qq| ` |hpŷi0q| ` `´Lpt^ τ`q
˘2
`

1

2
Ceff
i0ŷi0

pt^ τ`q
`

φ̃ẑi0 pr̂i0 pt^τ`qq ´ hpŷi0q
˘2
˙

,

appearing in the product (3.3), tends to 0 at pT . Indeed, Ceff
iŷi0
pt^ τ`q tends to infinity and

`

|hpŷi0q| ` `´ Lp
pT q
˘2
ą hpŷi0q

2.

Thus, Ψ`ptq has limit 0 at pT . In this case we will extend Ψ`ptq to be equal 0 for t ě pT . Extended this way,

pΨ`ptqqtě0 is a continuous process on r0,`8q, stopped at time τ` ^ pT . The initial value of the process is

Ψ`p0q “
ź

1ďiďn̂
x̌P qA

exp

ˆ

´
1

2
Ceff
A px̂i, x̌q

`

|hpx̂iq| ` |hpx̌q| ` `
˘2
`

1

2
Ceff
A px̂i, x̌q

`

hpx̂iq ´ hpx̌q
˘2
˙

.

Lemma 12. Let p pFtqtě0 be the natural filtration of pφ̃ẑipr̂iptqq, r̂iptqq1ďiďn̂,tě0. Let ` ą 0. Assume that for all

i, j P t1, . . . , n̂u, hpx̂iqhpx̂jq ě 0, and that for all x̌, x̌1 P qA, hpx̌qhpx̌1q ě 0. Then the process pΨ`ptqqtě0 defined

previously (see (3.3)) is a martingale with respect the filtration p pFtqtě0. In particular

Ψ`p0q “
ź

1ďiďn̂
x̌P qA

exp

ˆ

´
1

2
Ceff
A px̂i, x̌q

`

|hpx̂iq| ` |hpx̌q| ` `
˘2
`

1

2
Ceff
A px̂i, x̌q

`

hpx̂iq ´ hpx̌q
˘2
˙

“ Ppτ` ă pT q ` Er1τ`ą pTΨ`p pT qs.

Proof. Since the process pΨ`ptqqtě0 is bounded, with values in r0, 1s, to show that it is a martingale, we need

only to show that it is a local martingale. Note that the process is stopped at τ`^ pT , which is a stopping time

for the filtration p pFtqtě0. To show the local martingale property, we apply Itô’s formula and check that dΨ`ptq
has no bounded variation term and only a local martingale term. The computations are straightforward but
quite long; we reproduce them in the appendix. �

We are now ready to prove Proposition 10:

Proof. We will prove the proposition by induction on the number of edges |E| in the graph. As we have
already pointed out, the result in the case where |E| “ 1 follows from Lemma 9.

Consider now that |E| ě 2. As before, we can assume that there is no edge e with both endpoints in pA (as
we could have removed it). We will reuse the notation of the beginning of Section 3 and of Lemma 12. We

will use an exploration pr̂iptqq1ďiďn̂,tě0 of φ̃ such that

L1pr̂1ptqq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Ln̂pr̂n̂ptqq :“ Lptq.

pT is the first time one of the r̂iptq hits Rpêiq. Denote pF
pT the sigma-algebra of

pφ̃ẑipr̂iptqq, r̂iptqq1ďiďn̂,0ďtď pT .
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Let ` ą 0, and τ` the first time Lptq hits `. We will consider the martingale pΨ`ptqqtě0 that appears in Lemma
12, according to which

(3.4) Ψ`p0q “ Ppτ` ă pT q ` Er1τ`ą pTΨ`p pT qs.

Let i0 be the a.s. unique value of i such that r̂ip pT q “ Rpêiq. Let G “ pV ,Eq be the following network:

‚ The set of vertices is V “ pV z pAq Y tẑipr̂ip pT qq|1 ď i ď n̂, i ‰ i0u.
‚ The set of edges E is obtained by removing the edges pêiq1ďiďn̂ from E and then adding the edges

ptẑipr̂ip pT qq, ŷiuqi‰i0 joining ẑipr̂ip pT qq to ŷi.
‚ The conductances of edges in E that were already present in E are unchanged. The conductance of

an edge tẑipr̂ip pT qq, ŷiu is pRpêiq ´ r̂ip pT qq
´1.

The network G has one less edge than G. Denote pA the set tẑipr̂ip pT qq|1 ď i ď n̂u. φ̃ will denote the process

defined on the metric graph rG associated to G and distributed like a metric graph GFF with boundary condition

h on qA and condition φ̃ẑipr̂ip pT qq on ẑipr̂ip pT qq, 1 ď i ď n̂. This boundary condition has constant sign on pA.

The event τ` ă pT is contained inside the event δ
pA, qApφ̃q ě `. On the event τ` ą pT , yi0 P

qA, Ψ`p pT q equals

0 and δ
pA, qApφ̃q ă `. On the event τ` ą pT , yi0 R

qA, the value of Ψ`p pT q is the expression (3.1) applied to the

network G and the distance `´ Lp pT q. Applying the induction hypothesis, we get that

Ψ`p pT q “ P
´

δ
pA, qApφ̃q ě `´ Lp pT q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

pF
pT

¯

.

Since by construction δ
pA, qApφ̃q “ Lp pT q ` δ

pA, qApφ̃q, applying (3.4) we get that

Ψ`p0q “ Ppδ
pA, qApφ̃q ě `q,

which concludes the proof of the proposition. �

3.3. Distributions related to pseudo-metric balls and variants. Next we consider the first passage set
rΛa which is the set of points x in the metric graph, for which there exists a continuous path joining x to pA such

that φ̃pzq ě a along the path. In the case where pA is just one point, one can view this set as a pseudo-metric
ball.

In the same framework as before, let us first assume that the boundary set A Ď V contains at least two

vertices and we consider a partition of A in two non-empty subsets pA, qA.

Let be a P R, a ă min
pA h. Let CeffpΛa, qAq be the effective conductance between rΛa and qA (finite if and

only if rΛa X qA “ H) and let ReffprΛa, qAq be its inverse, the effective resistance.

We first assume that h is constant on qA. Note that this is equivalent to the fact that qA is a singleton (when

one identifies all points of qA). Let

m :“ Ceffp pA, qAq´1
ÿ

x̂P pA
x̌P qA

Ceff
A px̂, x̌qhpx̂q.

Proposition 13. The Laplace transform of the random variable CeffprΛa, qAq in r0,8s is given by (for u ą 0),

E
”

e´uC
eff
prΛa, qAq

ı

“ exp

˜

´
1

2
Ceffp pA, qAq

«

ˆ

m´ a`

b

php qAq ´ aq2 ` 2u

˙2

´ pm´ hp qAqq2

ff¸

.

Proof. We consider the pseudo-metric δx,ypφ̃´ aqassociated to the GFF φ̃´ a. Then, by construction of rΛa,

δ
pA, qApφ̃´ aq “ δ

rΛa, qA
pφ̃´ aq.

Using the fact that rΛa is a local set for φ̃ and applying Proposition 10, we get that for all positive `,

P
´

δ
rΛa, qA

pφ̃´ aq ě `
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

rΛa, φ̃|rΛa

¯

“ exp

ˆ

´
1

2
CeffprΛa, qAq

”

php qAq ´ a` `q2 ´ php qAq ´ aq2
ı

˙

.
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In above identity we have to distinguish two cases. Either rΛa X qA “ H and then φ̃ equals a on BrΛaz pA. Or
rΛa X qA ‰ H and then CeffprΛa, qAq “ `8 and both sides of the equality equal 0.

Moreover,

E
”

P
´

δ
rΛa, qA

pφ̃´ aq ě `
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

rΛa, φ̃|rΛa

¯ı

“ P
´

δ
pA, qApφ̃´ aq ě `

¯

“
ź

x̂P pA
x̌P qA

exp

ˆ

´
1

2
Ceff
A px̂, x̌qphpx̂q ´ a` |hp

qAq ´ a| ` `q2 `
1

2
Ceff
A px̂, x̌qphpx̂q ´ hp

qAqq2
˙

“ exp

ˆ

´
1

2
Ceffp pA, qAqpm´ a` |hp qAq ´ a| ` `q2 `

1

2
Ceffp pA, qAqpm´ hp qAqq2

˙

.

By taking

u “
1

2
p|hp qAq ´ a| ` `q2 ´

1

2
php qAq ´ aq2,

we get the proposition. �

Note that one can rephrase the proposition by saying that ReffprΛa, qAq is distributed like the last visit time of

level a by a Brownian bridge of length Reffp pA, qAq from hp qAq to m (with the convention that this last time is 0

when the bridge does not visit a, which corresponds to the event that rΛa intersects qA). Indeed, the expression

of the Laplace transform shows that the distribution of CeffprΛa, qAq (and therefore also the distribution of its

inverse) depends only on the four parameters m, hp qAq, Ceffp pA, qAq and a. The distribution of ReffprΛa, qAq is
therefore the same as for the GFF on a graph consisting of just one edge, i.e. for a Brownian bridge of length

Reffp pA, qAq from m to hp qAq.
This can be used to obtain estimates for the discrete GFF on G. One can for instance define

Λa :“

"

x P V
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Dγ discrete nearest neighbour path from x to pA, s.t. inf

γztxu
φ ě a

*

.

Λa is an optional set for the discrete GFF φ. φ is greater on equal to a on Λa, except on neighbours of V zΛa,
that is to say on the boundary of Λa. Indeed, one has to discover a vertex x with φx ă a to know where to

stop. By construction, rΛa Ď Λa and ReffpΛa, qAq ď ReffprΛa, qAq. Hence, if a ď min
pA h and h is constant on qA,

then the distribution of ReffpΛa, qAq is stochastically dominated by the law given by Proposition 13.

Let us now consider the following consequence of Proposition 13: This time, we consider qA to be empty, so

that prΛaq starts from the whole boundary A. We however assume that A and V zA are not empty.

Corollary 14. (i) Let x0 P V zA and m “ Erφ̃x0s. Let pWtqtě0 be a standard Brownian motion starting from
m. Define

It :“ inf
r0,ts

W, Ta :“ inftt ě 0|Wt “ au.

The joint distribution of
ˆ

φ̃x0
, pReffpx0, Aq ´R

effpx0, rΛaqqaďminA h, sup
γ continuous

path connecting
x0 to A

min
γ
φ̃^min

A
h

˙

is the same as the joint distribution of
´

WReff px0,Aq, pTa ^R
effpx0, AqqaďminA h, IReff px0,Aq ^min

A
h
¯

.

(ii) Consider now that the boundary condition h is non-negative and define the sets

BpA, `q :“
!

z P rG
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
δz,A ď `

)

, ` ě 0.
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The joint distribution of
ˆ

|φ̃x0
| ´ δx0,A, pR

effpx0, Aq ´R
effpx0, BpA, `qqq`ě0,´δx0,A

˙

is the same as the joint distribution of
`

WReff px0,Aq, pT´` ^R
effpx0, Aqq`ě0, IReff px0,Aq ^ 0

˘

.

Proof. (i) First of all φ̃x0
is distributed like WReff px0,Aq. One needs to check that for any family ak ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă

a2 ă a1 ď h, the distribution of

pReffpx0, Aq ´R
effpx0, rΛaiqq1ďiďk

conditionally on φ̃x0
is the same as the distribution of pTai^R

effpx0, Aqq1ďiďk conditionally on WReff px0,Aq. The

conditional distribution of Reffpx0, Aq ´ Reffpx0, rΛa1
q follows from Proposition 13. Then, for the conditional

distribution of Reffpx0, rΛa1
q ´ Reffpx0, rΛa2

q given φ̃x0
and Reffpx0, Aq ´ Reffpx0, rΛa1

q, one can iterate, using

the fact that rΛa2z
rΛa1 is the first passage set of level a2 on rGzrΛa1 , and so on.

(ii) Combine (i) with Proposition 1. �

4. Predictions for the two-dimensional continuum GFF

4.1. CLE(4)-distance, and conjectures. Let us briefly survey some relevant background on the two-
dimensional GFF and the conformal loop ensembles CLE4:

When D is an open domain in the plane with non-polar boundary, one can define the continuum GFF φD
in D with zero boundary conditions, associated to the Dirichlet from

ş

D
|∇f |2. Mind that, as opposed to the

GFF defined on metric graphs, this GFF is not a random function anymore (it is just a random generalised
function – see eg. [32, 37] for background).

When D is simply connected, one can define (see [34]) a special random countable collection of Jordan
loops in D which do not touch each other and do not surround each other. This collection of loops (whose
law is invariant under conformal transformations of the domain) is called CLE4 and can be coupled with the
continuous GFF in two natural yet different ways:

‚ One can couple the Gaussian free field φD and the CLE4 loop ensemble as follows (this coupling was
pointed out by Miller and Sheffield [25]). Given the CLE4, for each loop Γ sample in the domain
IntpΓq surrounded by Γ an independent Gaussian free field φΓ with zero boundary condition on Γ.
Also sample an independent uniformly distributed sign σΓ P t´1, 1u. Then, for a well-chosen constant

λ ą 0 (equal to
a

π{8 in our normalisation of the GFF), the field
ÿ

ΓPCLE4

1IntpΓqpφΓ ` σΓ2λq

is a Gaussian free field φD in D with zero boundary conditions (see also [36, 26]). In this coupling the
CLE4 loops can be interpreted as level lines of the continuum Gaussian free field φD on D and are in
fact deterministic functions of the GFF ([25], see also [2]). The discontinuity 2λ is often referred to as
the height gap (this was introduced by Schramm-Sheffield, see [31], Section 4.4 and [30], Section 1.2).

‚ There is another coupling between CLE4 and the GFF φD pointed out by Sheffield, Watson and Wu
(see [39, 33]), which is based on the conformal invariant growing mechanism in CLE4 constructed in
[38], Section 4. This conformal invariant growing mechanism associates to each loop Γ in CLE4 a time
parameter tpΓq ą 0, where the loops closer to the boundary BD of the domain tend to have smaller
time parameters, and the loops farther away tend to have larger time parameters. Then one samples
for each loop Γ in the interior surrounded by Γ an independent GFF φΓ with zero boundary condition
at Γ, which is also independent from the time parameters. The field

ÿ

ΓPCLE4

1IntpΓqpφΓ ` 2λ´ tpΓqq

is distributed as the Gaussian free field in D with 0 boundary condition (see Theorem 1.2.2 in [36]
and the references therein).
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Figure 8. Two couplings between CLE4 and the GFF. Only four CLE4 loops are represented.

These couplings are reminiscent of the two ways to construct a one-dimensional Brownian motion (or rather
a one-dimensional Brownian bridge) from a reflected Brownian motion (or a reflected Brownian bridge). The
first one corresponds to tossing an independent coin to decide the sign of each excursion away from the origin
by a reflected Brownian motion, while the second is reminiscent of Lévy’s theorem. In both cases, the set of
points that are not surrounded by any CLE4 loop plays the role of the zero-set of the Brownian motion (or
bridge).

While the notion of zero-set of the continuous GFF is tricky (see the previous notion of height-gap), the
zero-set of the GFF on a metric graph is easy to define. As explained in [20, 21], when one approximates the
continuous domain D and the GFF on it, by a discrete fine-mesh lattice and the GFF on its metric graph,
then the outermost boundaries of the excursion-domains away from 0 in the metric graph do indeed converge
to the CLE4 loops associated to the GFF, in the fine-mesh limit. This means that in some sense, the first
coupling of CLE4 with the GFF can be viewed as a limit of a similar coupling on the metric graph (see [21]
for details).

It is therefore very natural to conjecture that the second coupling can be obtained in the same way as the
scaling limit of our pseudo-metric:

Conjecture 15. Let D be an open bounded simply connected domain of C. Let Dε be a fine-mesh approxi-
mation of the domain D, Aε the approximation of the boundary BD and φ̃ε the metric graph GFF on Dε with
zero boundary condition on Aε. When εÑ 0, the local time distance δx,Apφ̃

εq, jointly with the outermost sign

clusters of φ̃ε, converge to the time parameters tpΓq on CLE4.

Actually, in the paper in preparation [33], Sheffield, Watson and Wu show that the collection tpΓq can be
extended to a conformally invariant metric on the collections of CLE4 loops in D together with BD, i.e. that
one can also define in a similar way the distance between two CLE4 loops (tpΓq is the distance of the loop Γ
to BD). This is related to the inversion property of CLE4 (see e.g. [13]), which makes it possible to define
for each loop Γ0 the time tΓ0pΓq. The main point in [33] is then to check that tΓpΓ0q “ tΓ0pΓq, which is not
obvious at all from the growing mechanism point of view. However, this symmetry is obvious for the metric
graph analogue (the distance between two excursion of the GFF away from the origin to be the minimal local
time at 0 collected by a continuous path in the metric graph that joins them, which is clearly symmetric).
Hence, establishing the previous conjecture would provide an alternative proof of the existence of this random
metric on CLE4 loops.

To further substantiate this conjecture, one can note that in the scaling limit, the behaviour of the first
passage sets described in Corollary 14 is known to correspond to the corresponding quantity for the two-
dimensional continuum GFF in a simply connected domain (see for instance [2]). Let D ‰ C be such an
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open simply connected domain, let φD be the continuum GFF inside D with zero boundary condition and let
z0 P D. Denote 2λ the height gap. Given a P R, one can define a random subset ΛDa pz0q of D, such that

‚ DzΛDa pz0q is an open simply connected subset of D containing z0,
‚ ΛDa pz0q is measurable with respect the GFF φD,
‚ conditionally on ΛDa pz0q and φD on ΛDa pz0q, the restriction of φD to DzΛDa pz0q is distributed like a

GFF with boundary condition a,
‚ ΛDa pz0q is minimal for the above properties, that is to say any other random set satisfying the above

three properties a.s. contains ΛDa pz0q.

The distribution of cradpz0, DzΛ
D
a pz0qq, the conformal radius of DzΛDa pz0q seen from z0 is explicitly known.

And it is known that the random variable

(4.1) log

ˆ

cradpz0, Dq

cradpz0, DzΛDa pz0qq

˙

is distributed like the first hitting time of level aπ{p2λq by a standard Brownian motion starting from 0 (see
eg. Proposition 15 in [2]). Moreover, (4.1) is the limit of

π2

4λ2
pReffpz0, BD

εq ´Reffpz0, rΛ
ε
aqq

in an approximation of D by a metric graph.

4.2. Background on Riemann surfaces and extremal distance. We will explain why our results should
also provide (in the scaling limit) some new formulas related to the GFF, loop-soups and CLE4-type models
on Riemann surfaces. Recall that on such surfaces, the SLE approach is much less obvious (when one cuts a
Riemann surface open via a slit, one changes its modulus) and also that the notion of “outside” and “inside”
of a cluster is also problematic. However, the scaling limit of quantities like the effective resistance still make
sense, as we now explain.

A first remark is that in two dimensions and in the scaling limit, the invariance under electric rewiring of the
boundary excursion kernel is closely related to conformal invariance. Indeed, if D denotes a (non-necessarily
simply connected) open domain in the complex plane (this definition is also immediate in Riemann surfaces),
then one can define the excursion measure away from its boundary, and see that this excursion measure is
conformally invariant (see [16], where this fact was probably first used in the context of conformally invariant
structures such as percolation). This indicates that the quantities involving the effective conductance matrix
(i.e. boundary excursion kernel) have nice natural scaling limits when one lets the mesh of the lattice go to 0.

Let us first in the present subsection quickly browse through background on Riemann surfaces (we refer
to [9], [1], Sections 9 and 10, [11] and [6], Sections 2 and 3 for details) and on extremal distance. Let Σ be
a compact bordered Riemann surface ([11]). This is a smooth compact connected surface equipped with a
complex structure given by a complex analytic atlas. The local charts model Σ on the unit disk (for interior
points) or on the semi-disk tz P C|=pzq ě 0, |z| ă 1u (for boundary points, and this does in fact characterise
the boundary points, the border BpΣq will be the set of boundary points). We assume that BpΣq is non-
empty, and BpΣq has then finitely many connected components, each of which is homeomorphic to a circle.
The complex structure of Σ induces a section J of the endomorphisms of the tangent bundle of ΣzBpΣq such
that J2 “ ´Id.

Let g be a smooth metric on Σ, compatible with its complex structure, that is to say for any tangent vector
v, v and Jv are g-orthogonal. ∇g will denote the gradient associated to g, ∆g the Laplace-Beltrami operator,
which in local coordinates is expressed as

∆g “
1

?
det g

ÿ

i,jPt1,2u

B

Bxi
gij

a

det g
B

Bxj
.

dνg will denote the volume form associated with g, which in local coordinates is

dνg “
a

det g pdx1 ^ dx2q.
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Given any other smooth metric g1 compatible with Σ, g1 and g are conformally equivalent, that is to say there
is a smooth function ρ such that g1 “ eρg. Moreover

∇g1 “ e´ρ∇g, ∆g1 “ e´ρ∆g, dνg1 “ eρdνg.

In particular, the set of ∆g-harmonic functions and the Dirichlet form

(4.2) EΣpf, fq “

ż

Σ

gp∇gf,∇gfqdνg

do not depend on the particular choice of a metric compatible with the complex structure of Σ.
Given K1 and K2 two compact non-polar subsets of Σ, the extremal distance EDpK1,K2q between K1 and

K2 in Σ is defined as follows. First, for a given metric g that is compatible with the complex structure of
Σ, one can define the distance dgpK1,K2q as the infimum over all continuous smooth paths joining K1 to K2

of the ρ-length of this path. Then, EDpK1,K2q is the supremum over all g’s that are compatible with the
complex structure of Σ of

dgpK1,K2qq
2

νgpΣzpK1 YK2qq

(this quantity is also known as the extremal length of the set of all paths connecting K1 to K2 in Σ).
Let us quickly review some of the properties of extremal distance:

‚ By definition, it is invariant under conformal transformations.
‚ It is also the inverse of the Dirichlet energy of the the harmonic function u on ΣzpK1 Y K2q, with

Dirichlet boundary condition 0 on K1, 1 on K2 and zero Neumann boundary condition on BpΣqzpK1Y

K2q (the normal derivative vanishes),

(4.3) EDpK1,K2q “ EΣpu, uq
´1

(see [1], Section 4.9, for a proof in case Σ is a domain of C).
‚ When one approximates Σ by electrical networks Σε and K1 and K2 by subsets of vertices Kε

1 and
Kε

2 , then the extremal distance EDpK1,K2q is the limit as ε tends to 0 of the effective resistances
ReffpKε

1 ,K
ε
2q. Indeed, the effective resistances have a representation similar to (4.3):

ReffpKε
1 ,K

ε
2q
´1 “ CeffpKε

1 ,K
ε
2q “

ÿ

e edge

`

Cpeqpuεpe
`q ´ uεpe

´qq2
˘

,

where e` and e´ denote the end-vertices of an edge e and uε is a harmonic function on the vertices of
Σε, with boundary condition 0 on Kε

1 and 1 on Kε
2 (see also [7] for an interpretation of the effective

resistance as the extremal distance of a network with a similar representation).
‚ Related to the previous fact and to the fact that the excursion measures of the Brownian motions on

the metric graphs Σε converge to the excursion measure of Brownian motion in Σ (away from their
respective Dirichlet boundaries – the Brownian motions are reflected on the Neumann boundary), we
see that one can express the extremal distance in terms of the inverse of the total mass of the set
of Brownian excursions that start on Σ1 and end on Σ2. This total mass is the scaling limit of the
effective conductance while extremal distance is the scaling limit of effective resistance.

4.3. Conjectures for some GFF fuctionals on Riemann surfaces. Consider now a partition of the
border BpΣq of the Riemann surface Σ into three parts B1pΣq, B2pΣq, B3pΣq. Here B3pΣq is allowed to be
empty but not B1pΣq and B2pΣq. We suppose further that each of the BipΣq, i ď i ď 3, contains finitely many
connected components and that B1pΣq and B2pΣq are at positive distance of each other, i.e. their topological
closures do not intersect. To fix ideas, the reader can think of the following two simple examples:

‚ Σ is a rectangle QR “ r0, 1s ˆ r0, Rs, B1pQRq “ r0, 1s ˆ t0u, B2pQRq “ r0, 1s ˆ tRu and B3pQRq “
t0, 1u ˆ p0, Rq.

‚ Σ is the annulus AR “ tz P C|1 ď |z| ď Ru, B1pARq is the inner circle, B2pARq is the outer circle and
B3pARq is empty.

We now consider φΣ the Gaussian free field on Σ associated to the Dirichlet form (4.2), with zero boundary
condition on B1pΣq Y B2pΣq and free boundary condition on B3pΣq (recall that it is a random generalised
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function but not a random function). The Wick square : φ2
Σ : of φΣ is then also a random generalised function

that can be defined via the limit of regularisations φΣ,ε of φΣ as

: φ2
Σ :“ lim

εÑ0

“

φ2
Σ,ε ´ Erφ2

Σ,εs
‰

(recall that it is also a random generalised function).
The field φΣ is related to a Brownian loop-soup. Let g be a smooth metric compatible with the complex

structure of Σ and consider the Brownian motion on Σ with generator ∆g, killed on the border B1pΣqYB2pΣq
and instantaneously normally reflected on B3pΣq. Let pgt pz1, z2q be the associated transition densities with
respect the measure dνgpz2q and Pgt,z1,z2 the bridge probabilities, with the conditioning not to hit B1pΣq Y
B2pΣq. Then we can define an infinite measure on time-parametrised loops inside Σ by

µloop
g p¨q :“

ż

Σ

ż `8

0

Pgt,z,zp¨qp
g
t pz, zq

dt

t
dνgpzq.

If g1 is another conformally equivalent metric, then µloop
g1 is the image of µloop

g under a change of the root

(starting and endpoint) and a change of parametrisation of loops, but the measure induced on the set occupied
by a loop is the same ([6], Section 3). See [15, 18, 19] for the definition of the loop measure of a Markov process
in a wider framework.

Let Lg,1{2 be the Poisson point process of intensity µloop
g {2. We see it as a random infinite countable

collection of Brownian loops. It is a Brownian loop-soup after the terminology of [17]. The intensity parameter
1{2 corresponds to the central charge c “ 1 ([14]). The law of Lg,1{2 is invariant, up to rerooting and

reparametrisation, under conformal transformations of Σ. The centred occupation field of Lg,1{2, LctrpLg,1{2q,
is defined as follows:

LctrpLg,1{2qpfq :“ lim
εÑ0

¨

˝

ÿ

γPLg,1{2,tγąε

ż tγ

0

fpγpsqqds´ E
„

ÿ

γPLg,1{2,tγąε

ż tγ

0

fpγpsqqds



˛

‚,

where tγ is the lifetime of the loop γ. It turns out that this centered field LctrpLg,1{2q is distributed exactly as

1

2
: φ2

Σ : dνg.

For the existence of the centered occupation field and the equality in law on an open subset of C, see [18],
chapter 10.

The following informal description could be helpful: The field φΣ is non-zero and has a constant sign on
each loop of Lg,1{2. The field 1

2φ
2
Σdνg is the occupation field of the loops. The zero set of φΣ can be viewed

as the complementary of the set of points visited by the loops of Lg,1{2. Since φΣ is a generalised function,
this intuition needs to be made more precise (see also [27]). However this relation between the loops and the
GFF is exact on a metric graph ([20]).

Let us now list three examples (more general variants are easy to obtain along the same lines) of concrete
conjectures in the present setup, that should correspond to the scaling limit of the formulas derived on metric
graphs :

(1) Let us consider the clusters of Lg,1{2. Two loops belong to the same cluster if they are connected by
a finite chain of loops in Lg,1{2, where any two consecutive loops intersect each other. If Σ is a simply
connected domain of C, the outer boundaries of outermost clusters, i.e. not surrounded by an other
cluster, are distributed like the CLE4 conformal loop ensemble ([34]).

Conjecture 16. There is a metric on the clusters of Lg,1{2 inside Σ, measurable with respect to Lg,1{2,
which is obtained as the limit of the pseudo-metric on metric graphs approximating Σ. The metric does
not depend on the time-parametrisation of loops and on the particular choice of g compatible with the
complex structure of Σ (in the case where Σ is a simply connected domain of C, the metric is the one
given by the conformal invariant growth mechanism inside CLE4). As in Proposition 10, the square
of the distance between B1pΣq and B2pΣq induced by the metric on clusters of Lg,1{2 is an exponential
random variable, and its mean is 2 EDpB1pΣq, B2pΣqq.
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(2) We consider now the case where the field φΣ has constant boundary condition h2 on B2pΣq, where
it is not necessarily constant on B1pΣq, and has free boundary condition on B3pΣq. Some regularity
condition is needed for the boundary condition h1 on B1pΣq. We for instance assume that h1 is
continuous and bounded on B1pΣq (but more general setups are also possible).

We can consider the excursion measure µ of Brownian motion in Σ (reflected on B3 and killed upon
hitting B1 and B2), and restrict it to the set of excursions that start on B1 and end on B2. This set
of excursions has finite mass, so that it is possible to renormalise µ into a probability measure, and to
consider the expected value of h at the starting point of this excursion (according to this probability
measure). We call this quantity m (and note that it is exactly the continuous 2D counterpart of the
quantity m defined just before Proposition 13). Note that when h1 is constant, then m is equal to
that constant.

We assume that a ă minB1pΣq h1. We consider the local set ΛΣ
a for φΣ, with the following properties:

‚ ΛΣ
a is compact,

‚ ΛΣ
a contains B1pΣq,

‚ ΛΣ
a is measurable with respect the GFF φΣ,

‚ Conditionally on ΛΣ
a and φΣ on ΛΣ

a , the restriction of φΣ to ΣzΛΣ
a is distributed like a GFF with

boundary condition a on ΛΣ
a , h2 on B2pΣqzΛ

Σ
a and free on B3pΣqzΛ

Σ
a ,

‚ ΛΣ
a is minimal for the above properties, that is to say any other random set satisfying the above

four properties a.s. contains ΛΣ
a .

ΛΣ
a is a first passage set, analogous to rΛa on the metric graph, where B1pΣq plays the role of pA. ΛΣ

a

can be for instance constructed out of a metric graph approximation of Σ.
Proposition 13 (and the comments that follow it) leads to the following:

Conjecture 17. The extremal distance EDpΛΣ
a , B2pΣqq is distributed like the last visit time of the

level a by a Brownian bridge of length EDpB1pΣq, B2pΣqq from h2 to m (this last time is defined to be
0 when the bridge does not hit a at all).

(3) We finally consider the case there φΣ has some sufficiently regular boundary condition h on B1pΣq Y
B2pΣq and free boundary condition on B3pΣq. Let z0 P ΣzBpΣq. We consider the local set ΛΣ

a pz0q for
φΣ, with the following properties:
‚ ΛΣ

a pz0q is compact,
‚ ΛΣ

a pz0q contains B1pΣq YB2pΣq,
‚ ΣzΛΣ

a pz0q is connected and contains z0,
‚ ΛΣ

a pz0q is measurable with respect the GFF φΣ,
‚ conditionally on ΛΣ

a pz0q and φΣ on ΛΣ
a pz0q, the restriction of φΣ to ΣzΛΣ

a pz0q is distributed like
a GFF with boundary condition a on ΛΣ

a pz0q and free on B3pΣqzΛ
Σ
a pz0q,

‚ ΛΣ
a pz0q is minimal for the above properties, that is to say any other random set satisfying the

above five properties a.s. contains ΛΣ
a pz0q.

Let GΣpz1, z2q denote the Green function of the Laplacian on Σ with zero Dirichlet boundary condition
on B1pΣqYB2pΣq and zero Neumann boundary condition on B3pΣq. Let GΣzΛΣ

a pz0q
pz1, z2q denote the

Green function of the Laplacian on ΣzΛΣ
a pz0q with zero Dirichlet boundary condition on ΛΣ

a pz0q and
zero Neumann boundary condition on B3pΣqzΛ

Σ
a pz0q. For any z1 P ΣzΛΣ

a pz0q, the function

z2 ÞÑ GΣpz1, z2q ´GΣzΛΣ
a pz0q

pz1, z2q

is harmonic on ΣzΛΣ
a pz0q and thus has a continuous extension at z2 “ z1. Moreover

GΣpz1, z1q ´GΣzΛΣ
a pz0q

pz1, z1q

is the limit of differences of effective resistances in an approximation of Σ by metric graphs. Let m
be the value at z0 of the harmonic extension of h (with zero Neumann condition on B3pΣq). If h is
constant on B1pΣq YB2pΣq, then m is that constant. Corollary 14 leads to the following.

Conjecture 18. The random variable GΣpz0, z0q´GΣzΛΣ
a pz0q

pz0, z0q is distributed like the first hitting
time of the level a by a standard Brownian motion starting from m.
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Appendix

Here we provide some details about the rather brute-force Itô formula computation of the semi-martingale
decomposition of Ψ`ptq that proves Lemma 12. We use the notation of the beginning of Section 3. To simplify
the expressions, we will use the following notation:

r˚i ptq :“ r̂ipt^ τ`q, φ̃˚i ptq :“ φ̃ẑipr̂ipt^τ`qq, L˚ptq :“ Lpt^ τ`q,

C˚ijptq :“ Ceff
ij pt^ τ`q, C˚ix̌ptq :“ Ceff

ix̌ pt^ τ`q,

Six̌ptq :“ φ̃ẑipr̂ipt^τ`qq ´ hpx̌q, S`ix̌ptq :“ |φ̃ẑipr̂ipt^τ`qq| ` |hpx̌q| ` `´ Lpt^ τ`q,

F ptq “
ÿ

1ďiďn̂
x̌P qA

C˚ix̌ptqpS
`
ix̌ptq

2 ´ Six̌ptq
2q.

At each time t, the φ̃˚i ptq for different values of i have the same sign. We will denote this common sign

by σptq P t´1,`1u. If all the φ̃˚i ptq are zero, the value of σptq does not matter. Similarly, we will denote

sgnphp qAqq P t´1,`1u the common sign of h on qA. If h vanishes on qA, the value of the sign does not matter.

According to Lemma 4, φ̃˚i ptq has the following semi-martingale decomposition:

M˚
i ptq `

ÿ

j‰i

ż t

0

C˚ijpsqpφ̃
˚
j psq ´ φ̃

˚
i psqqdr

˚
i psq `

ÿ

x̌P qA

ż t

0

C˚ix̌psqphpx̌q ´ φ̃
˚
i psqqdr

˚
i psq,

where M˚
i ptq is an p pFtqtě0-martingale. Moreover, xM˚

i ,M
˚
i yt “ r˚i ptq and xM˚

i ,M
˚
j yt “ 0 for i ‰ j. Further,

dSix̌ptq “ dφ̃˚i ptq, dS
`
ix̌ptq “ σptqdφ̃˚i ptq, and dxSix̌, Six̌yt “ dxS`ix̌, S

`
ix̌yt “ dr˚i ptq. According to Lemma 5,

Equations (2.7) and (2.8),

dC˚ix̌ptq “ C˚ix̌ptq
ÿ

j‰i

C˚ijptqdr
˚
i ptq ` C

˚
ix̌ptq

ÿ

x̌1P qA

C˚ix̌1ptqdr
˚
i ptq ´

ÿ

j‰i

C˚ijptqC
˚
jx̌ptqdr

˚
j ptq.

Using Itô’s formula formula we get that

dpS`ix̌ptq
2 ´ Six̌ptq

2q “ 2S`ix̌ptqdS
`
ix̌ptq ` dxS

`
ix̌, S

`
ix̌yt ´ 2Six̌ptqdSix̌ptq ´ dxSix̌, Six̌yt

“ 2pσptqS`ix̌ptq ´ Six̌ptqqdφ̃
˚
i ptq “ 2θx̌ptqdφ̃

˚
i ptq

“ 2θx̌ptq

ˆ

dM˚
i ptq `

ÿ

j‰i

C˚ijptqpφ̃
˚
j ptq ´ φ̃

˚
i ptqqdr

˚
i ptq `

ÿ

x̌1P qA

C˚ix̌1ptqphpx̌
1q ´ φ̃˚i ptqqdr

˚
i ptq

˙

,
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where θx̌ptq “ pσptq|hpx̌q| ` hpx̌q ` σptqp`´ L
˚ptqqq. Further

dF ptq “
ÿ

1ďiďn̂
x̌P qA

p2θx̌ptqC
˚
ix̌ptqdφ̃

˚
i ptq ` pS

`
ix̌ptq

2 ´ Six̌ptq
2qdC˚ix̌ptqq

“ 2
ÿ

1ďiďn̂
x̌P qA

θx̌ptqC
˚
ix̌ptqdφ̃

˚
i ptq `

ÿ

i‰j

x̌P qA

C˚ix̌ptqC
˚
ijptqpS

`
ix̌ptq

2 ´ Six̌ptq
2 ´ S`jx̌ptq

2 ` Sjx̌ptq
2qdr˚i ptq

`
ÿ

1ďiďn̂
x̌,x̌1P qA

pS`ix̌ptq
2 ´ Six̌ptq

2qC˚ix̌ptqC
˚
ix̌1ptqdr

˚
i ptq

“ 2
ÿ

1ďiďn̂
x̌P qA

θx̌ptqC
˚
ix̌ptqdφ̃

˚
i ptq ´ 2

ÿ

i‰j

x̌P qA

θx̌ptqC
˚
ix̌ptqC

˚
ijptqpφ̃jptq ´ φ̃iptqqdr

˚
i ptq

`
ÿ

1ďiďn̂
x̌,x̌1P qA

pθx̌ptq
2 ` 2θx̌ptqpφ̃iptq ´ hpx̌qqqC

˚
ix̌ptqC

˚
ix̌1ptqdr

˚
i ptq

“ 2
ÿ

1ďiďn̂
x̌P qA

θx̌ptqC
˚
ix̌ptqdM

˚
i ptq `

ÿ

1ďiďn̂
x̌,x̌1P qA

θx̌ptq
2C˚ix̌ptqC

˚
ix̌1ptqdr

˚
i ptq

`2
ÿ

1ďiďn̂
x̌,x̌1P qA

θx̌ptqphpx̌
1q ´ hpx̌qqC˚ix̌ptqC

˚
ix̌1ptqdr

˚
i ptq

“ 2
ÿ

1ďiďn̂
x̌P qA

θx̌ptqC
˚
ix̌ptqdM

˚
i ptq `

ÿ

1ďiďn̂
x̌,x̌1P qA

θx̌ptq
2C˚ix̌ptqC

˚
ix̌1ptqdr

˚
i ptq

´p1` σptqsgnphp qAqqq
ÿ

1ďiďn̂
x̌,x̌1P qA

phpx̌1q ´ hpx̌qq2C˚ix̌ptqC
˚
ix̌1ptqdr

˚
i ptq,

dxF, F yt “ 4
ÿ

1ďiďn̂
x̌,x̌1P qA

θx̌ptqθx̌1ptqC
˚
ix̌ptqC

˚
ix̌1ptqdr

˚
i ptq

“ 4
ÿ

1ďiďn̂
x̌,x̌1P qA

θx̌ptq
2C˚ix̌ptqC

˚
ix̌1ptqdr

˚
i ptq ` 4

ÿ

1ďiďn̂
x̌,x̌1P qA

θx̌ptqpθx̌1ptq ´ θx̌ptqqC
˚
ix̌ptqC

˚
ix̌1ptqdr

˚
i ptq

“ 4
ÿ

1ďiďn̂
x̌,x̌1P qA

θx̌ptq
2C˚ix̌ptqC

˚
ix̌1ptqdr

˚
i ptq ´ 2

ÿ

1ďiďn̂
x̌,x̌1P qA

pθx̌1ptq ´ θx̌ptqq
2C˚ix̌ptqC

˚
ix̌1ptqdr

˚
i ptq

“ 4
ÿ

1ďiďn̂
x̌,x̌1P qA

θx̌ptq
2C˚ix̌ptqC

˚
ix̌1ptqdr

˚
i ptq

´4p1` σptqsgnphp qAqqq
ÿ

1ďiďn̂
x̌,x̌1P qA

phpx̌1q ´ hpx̌qq2C˚ix̌ptqC
˚
ix̌1ptqdr

˚
i ptq.

Finally,

dΨ`ptq

Ψ`ptq
“ ´

1

2
dF ptq `

1

8
dxF, F yt “ ´

ÿ

1ďiďn̂
x̌P qA

θx̌ptqC
˚
ix̌ptqdM

˚
i ptq.

It follows that Ψ`ptq is a local martingale.
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